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Preface

This report contains the proceedings of the6th International Workshop on Termination
(WST’03). It was held June 13-14, 2003 in Valencia, Spain, as part of RDP, theFeder-
ated Conference on Rewriting, Deduction and Programming, together with the Int. Con-
ference on Rewriting Techniques and Applications (RTA’03), the Int. Conference on Typed
Lambda Calculi and Applications (TLCA’03), the Int. Workshop on First-order Theorem
Proving (FTP’03), the annual meeting of the IFIP Working Group 1.6 on Term Rewriting,
the Int. Workshop on Rule-Based Programming (RULE’03), the Int. Workshop on Unifi-
cation (UNIF’03), the Int. Workshop on Functional and (Constraint) Logic Programming
(WFLP’03), and the Int. Workshop on Reduction Strategies in Rewriting and Programming
(WRS’03).

This workshop delves into all aspects of termination of processes. Though, the halting of
computer programs, for example, is undecidable, methods of establishing termination play a
fundamental role in many applications and the challenges are both practical and theoretical.
From a practical point of view, proving termination is a central problem in software devel-
opment and formal methods for termination analysis are essential for program verification.
From a theoretical point of view, termination is central in mathematical logic and ordinal
theory.

Previous WST workshops were held in St. Andrews (1993), La Bresse (1995), Ede
(1997), Dagstuhl (1999) and Utrecht (2001).

Apart from the abstracts presentation sessions, for the first time, this year the Workshop
on Termination has promoted an Exhibition/Competition of Termination Proof systems.
This report includes the 15 abstracts and the 9 system descriptions presented at the work-
shop.

May 2003 Albert Rubio
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One Loop at a Time

Michael Codish Samir Genaim Maurice Bruynooghe
John Gallagher Wim Vanhoof

Extended Abstract

Classic techniques for proving termination require the identification of a measure
mapping program states to the elements of a well founded domain and to show that
this measure decreases with each iteration of a loop in the program. This is a global
termination condition — there is a single measure which must be shown to decrease
over all of the loops in the program. In this abstract we look at systems based on local
termination conditions which allow the involvement of different well founded domains
and termination measures for different loops in the program. We illustrate the practical
advantages of applying local criteria in automated termination proving systems and
demonstrate how Ramsey’s Theorem clarifies their formal justification.

Consider the following Prolog program defining the Ackermann function. There
are three recursive calls in the program giving rise to loops in the executions of the
program.

ackermann(0,N,s(N)).
ackermann(s(M),0,Res) :-

ackermann(M,s(0),Res).

ackermann(s(M),s(N),Res) :-
ackermann(s(M),N,Res1),
ackermann(M,Res1,Res).

It is straightforward to observe for each recursive call a suitable measure to guarantee
the termination of the corresponding loop. In the first and third recursive calls, the size
of the first argument decreases from s(M) to M and in the second recursive call from
s(N) to N. However, this type of argument on its own does not guarantee a proof of
termination. The classic approach requires to find a single global measure such that
the size decreases for each of the three recursive calls. For the above example the
lexicographic order over the tuple consisting of the sizes of first and second argument
will do. Moreover, as demonstrated by the following program, considering individual
“syntactic” loops in this way does not always lead to a correct argument for termination.

p(s(X),Y) :- p(X,s(Y)).
p(X,s(Y)) :- p(s(X),Y).
p(0,0).

Here, it is easy to observe for each of the two recursive calls, a suitable measure to guar-
antee the termination of the corresponding loop. Yet the program does not terminate as
execution can oscillate indefinitely between the two recursive clauses.

The approach based on finding termination measures for individual loops basically
requires us to show that all loops terminate. But care must be taken to consider also
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loops obtained by composition of others. As the previous example shows, it does not
suffice to consider the individual recursive calls in a program. As a loop, we consider
any pair of subsequent calls to the same predicate. In the example, there are – apart
from the loops introduced by the direct recursive calls – additional loops such as those
indicated by the first and last atoms in: p(s(s(X)),Y) � p(s(X),Y) � p(X,Y)
and p(s(X),Y) � p(X,s(Y)) � p(s(X),Y). It is the latter which represents the
potential for nonterminating execution.

Basing termination on individual loops has two main advantages: First, local termi-
nation measures are simpler. They are easier to identify, both by the human user as well
as when aiming for automated proofs. Moreover, there are many cases in which proofs
based on local measures involve applying linear functions while corresponding global
measures involve nonlinear functions or lexicographic orders. As a consequence, ana-
lyzers implemented to use linear techniques go farther when based on local instead of
global termination conditions. Second, when programs contain termination bugs, the
local approach indicates more clearly which loops are problematic.

In the logic programming context, a termination test based on local measures is first
introduced in [6]. This work provides the basis for the Termilog analyzer described in
[4] where size information between subsequent calls is represented by graphs. The
nodes in such a graph represent program arguments and edges represent relations be-
tween their sizes. A similar approach is considered in the functional setting as pre-
sented in [3]. Codish and Taboch continue this line of work in [2] providing a formal
semantic basis which makes loops observable and an implementation based on linear
constraints on size variables instead of on graphs. The resulting analyzer is TerminWeb
[7].

This abstract contributes a simple and formal proof of correctness for the analysis
of termination based on local measures. We focus on the semantic based approach as
described in [2]. Here, the semantic objects are binary clauses. A binary clause h � b
indicates that a call to h will lead eventually to a call to b. A loop is a binary clause in
which the head and the body specify the same predicate in the program. By definition,
the binary clauses in the semantics of a program are closed under composition (or
unfolding). This means that each loop, including those that consist of a composition of
recursive calls, is represented by a single binary clause in the semantics of the program

In the logic programming setting norms are functions which determine the size of
data-objects, or terms. Program states, or atoms, are measured by so called, level map-
pings. The user typically specifies the norm to be used and then the system searches
for level-mappings which guarantee termination. Examples of norms are the term-size
norm which measures the number of nodes in the tree representing a term, and the
list-length norm measuring the length of a list structure.

The TerminWeb analyzer provides an approximation to the set of loops in a pro-
gram. This is a finite set of ”abstract” binary clauses describing size and instantiation
information. Let us focus here, only on the size information. Abstract binary clauses
are of the form h � µ�b where µ is a linear constraint on the sizes of the terms bound
to the arguments of the atoms in h and in b. For example, choosing the term-size norm,
the following is a description, obtained using TerminWeb, of the loops in any execution
of the Ackermann program:

2



ackermann(A,B,C) :- [A=D,E<B], ackermann(D,E,F).
ackermann(A,B,C) :- [D<A], ackermann(D,E,F).

The first abstract binary clause represents all concrete loops in which the sizes of the
first and second arguments are stable and decreasing respectively. The second abstract
binary clause represents all concrete loops in which the size of the first argument is
decreasing.

The main observation in our approach is that non-termination of a program implies
“non-termination” of a single abstract binary clause. Thus a proof of termination is
obtained by showing termination for each individual recursive abstract binary clause.
This is a major strength of the technique as it enables one to apply different measure
functions to argue the termination of the different loops in the program.

The following proposition, a rephrasing of the proposition in [2], captures the prop-
erty that allows termination to be established by considering the termination of the in-
dividual loops, as represented by the binary clauses. We note that the proof given in [2]
does not cover the general case where different measures are applied to different loops.

Proposition: Let P be a logic program,
�
��

�
�
a

a norm function and Ga an initial query
pattern specifying the arguments in the initial query which are rigid1 with respect to the
given norm. Let un fa�P� and callsa�P�Ga� denote the corresponding abstract binary
clauses and abstract calls with respect to this norm. If for each abstract call pattern
p�t̄� in callsa�P�Ga� and matching recursive abstract binary clause of the form p�x̄��
µ� p�ȳ� in un fa�P� there exists a level mapping f such that p�t̄� is rigid with respect to
f and µ j� f �p�x̄��� f �p�ȳ�� then P terminates for all initial queries described by Ga.

We present here a proof of this proposition based on Ramsey’s Theorem [5].

Theorem: [Ramsey’s Theorem] Let A � fha�bi j a�b� IN and a � bg, L be a finite
set of colors and let F : A ��L be a function associating the elements of A with colors
from L . Then, there is a color f�L and an infinite set X � IN such that F �ha�bi� � f
for each a�b� X for which a � b.

Proof for the proposition: Given the premise of the proposition we show that the
assumption that the program does not terminate leads to a contradiction. Let L be the
set of level mappings applied in the premise. The set L must be finite as one level
mapping is chosen for each of a finite number of abstract recursive binary clauses. If
the program does not terminate then there must exist an infinite sequence of calls from
callsa�P�Ga� which arise in a derivation of the program. Moreover, there must be a
subsequence of calls to the same predicate with the same call pattern. We denote this
sequence as C�p1�p2�� � ��pm�� � �. Each pair of calls pi and p j in C such that
i� j corresponds to some abstract recursive binary clause and is hence associated with
a level mapping f � L satisfying f �pi� � f �p j�.

Adopting the notation from Ramsey’s Theorem, let us define a function F : A ��L
which maps each i� j such that i � j with precisely that level mapping f � L as-
sociated with pi and p j. Then, according to the theorem there exists a level map-

1A term is rigid with respect to a given norm if its size does not change under instantiation.
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ping f � L and an infinite set X � IN such that F �hi� ji� � f for each i� j � X such
that i � j. This means that there exists an infinite subsequence C � of C of the form
pi1�pi2�� � ��pik�� � � involving precisely the calls fpi j i � Xg and implying that
f �pik� � f �pik�1� for each k � IN. But since all of these calls are rigid with respect to
the level mapping f this chain cannot be infinite. �

Termination analyses based on different level mappings for different loops turns
out to be quite powerful. In [1] we demonstrate how termination of different loops can
be shown using different norm functions and not only using different level mappings.
We suggest that a useful heuristic in termination analysis is to let the system determine
level mappings for different loops combining one norm for each data-type defined in
the program.

Acknowledgement: Thanks to Uri Abraham who pointed us to Ramsey’s Theorem.
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Proving termination with adornments

Alexander Serebrenik, Danny De Schreye

Department of Computer Science, K.U. Leuven
Celestijnenlaan 200A, B-3001, Heverlee, Belgium

E-mail: �Alexander.Serebrenik,Danny.DeSchreye�@cs.kuleuven.ac.be

Developing reliable software is one of the most important challenges posed
by modern society. In this context verifying correctness of the software becomes
crucial. In our work we consider one aspect of program correctness, namely,
termination. Logic programming provides a framework with a strong theoret-
ical basis for tackling the problem of termination. On the other hand, due to
the declarative formulation of programs, the danger of non-termination may in-
crease. As a result, termination analysis received considerable attention in logic
programming (see e.g. [1, 5, 7, 9]). Termination proofs often are based on the
concept of a norm (a level mapping), a function mapping terms (atoms) of the
program to the natural numbers.

Recently, using type information became a prominent trend in termination
analysis for symbolic computations [2, 3, 13]. On the other hand, the study of
termination of numerical programs led to the emerging of the adorning tech-
nique [11, 12]. Both approaches are based on the idea of distinguishing between
different subsets of values for variables, and deriving norms and level mappings
based on these subsets. Therefore, we would like to investigate these similarities
and propose a framework for integration. In the current paper we discuss some
preliminary results in this direction.

The key notion of the integrated framework is the notion of a set of ad-
ornments, partitioning the domain of the predicates arguments into a finite set
of pairwise disjoint segments. A set of adornments is usually derived from the
program itself. As a basis for a set of adornments one can use types [2], sets
of integers [11], and even interargument relations [8]. Given a program and a
set of adornments, the program can be transformed such that a predicate pa in
the transformed program Pa is called if and only if the corresponding predic-
ate p is called in the original program P and the arguments of the call are in
the segment a. One can show that under certain conditions this transformation
preserves termination. In this way (implicit) information on the domain is made
explicit in the transformed program. It should be observed, that instead of one
level mapping required for P that is supposed to decrease along all possible
computations, in order to prove termination of Pa one can find a number of po-
tentially less sophisticated different level mappings for each one of the “cases”.
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In the examples we have considered, such level-mappings can be constructed
automatically, and thus, they play a key role in automation of the approach.

After the transformation step is performed, existing termination analysers
can be applied to infer termination of the transformed program. Since the trans-
formation above preserved termination, termination of the original program is
implied as well. The importance of the transformation can be illustrated by ob-
serving that for such examples as dist [6], none of the termination analysers
available (cTI [9], TALP [10], TermiLog [7], TerminWeb [4], and Hasta-La-
Vista [11]) is powerful enough to prove termination of the original program,
while all of them succeed in proving termination of the transformed one.

We summarise the discussion above, by claiming that the main contribution
of this work is twofold. First, it provides a link between two different but related
approaches to termination analysis based on type information by integrating
both of them in one framework. Second, the integrated approach turned out to
be powerful enough to prove termination of such example as dist [6], that could
not have been analysed by the previous techniques. As a future work we consider
implementing the approach and evaluating its robustness experimentally.
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Approximating Dependency Graphs without
using Tree Automata Techniques

Nao Hirokawa and Aart Middeldorp

University of Tsukuba, Tsukuba 305-8573, Japan

1 Introduction

In the dependency pair method of Arts and Giesl [2], one of the most popular
methods for automatically proving (innermost) termination of TRSs, a TRS is
transformed into groups of ordering constraints such that (innermost) termina-
tion of the system is equivalent to the solvability of these groups. The number
and size of these groups is determined, among others, by the approximation used
to estimate the dependency graph. The nodes of the dependency graph DG(R)
of a TRS R are the dependency pairs of R and there is an arrow from s → t to
u → v if and only if there exist substitutions σ and τ such that tσ →∗ uτ . In the
innermost dependency graph IDG(R) the requirement tσ →∗ uτ is strengthened
to (1) tσ i→∗ uτ and (2) sσ and uτ are in normal form. Here i→ denotes the
innermost rewrite relation. Since the relations →∗ and i→∗ are not computable
in general, DG(R) and IDG(R) have to be approximated in order to arrive at a
mechanizable criterion for (innermost) termination.

In Section 2 we discuss approximations for the dependency graph and in
Section 3 we do the same for the innermost dependency graph.

2 Dependency Graph

The following definition stems from [1].

Definition 1. Let R be a TRS. The nodes of the estimated dependency graph
EDG(R) are the dependency pairs of R and there is an arrow from s → t to
u → v if and only if REN(CAP(t)) and u are unifiable. Here CAP replaces all
outermost subterms with a defined root symbol by distinct fresh variables and
REN replaces all occurrences of variables by distinct fresh variables.

Middeldorp [3] showed that better approximations of the dependency graph
are obtained by adopting tree automata techniques. These techniques are how-
ever computationally expensive. In a more recent paper Middeldorp [4] showed
that the estimation of Definition 1 can be improved by symmetry considerations
without incurring the overhead of tree automata techniques.

Definition 2. Let R be a TRS over a signature F and let S ⊆ R. The result
of replacing all outermost subterms of a term t with a root symbol in D−1

S by

albert

albert
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fresh variables is denoted by CAP−1
S (t). Here D−1

S = {root(r) | l → r ∈ S}
if S is non-collapsing and D−1

S = F otherwise. The nodes of the estimated∗

dependency graph EDG∗(R) are the dependency pairs of R and there is an arrow
from s → t to u → v if and only if both REN(CAP(t)) and u are unifiable, and t
and REN(CAP−1

R (u)) are unifiable.

For instance, with the new estimation proving the termination of Toyama’s
famous rule f(a, b, x) → f(x, x, x) becomes trivial as there are no cycles in the
estimated∗ dependency graph.

A comparison between the estimation of Definition 2 and the tree automata
based approximations described in [3] can be found in [4]. From the latter paper
we recall the identity EDG(R) = EDG∗(R) for collapsing R.

3 Innermost Dependency Graph

The new estimation in Definition 4 is inspired by the one of Definition 2.

Definition 3 ([1]). Let R be a TRS. The nodes of the estimated innermost
dependency graph EIDG(R) are the dependency pairs of R and there is an arrow
from s → t to u → v if and only if CAPs(t) and u are unifiable with mgu σ such
that sσ and tσ are in normal form. Here CAPs replaces all outermost subterms
different from s with a defined root symbol by distinct fresh variables.

Definition 4. Let R be a TRS. The nodes of the estimated∗ innermost depen-
dency graph EIDG∗(R) are the dependency pairs of R and there is an arrow from
s → t to u → v if and only if both CAPs(t) and u are unifiable with mgu σ such
that sσ and tσ are in normal form, and REN(CAP−1

U(t)(u)) and t are unifiable
with mgu σ such that sσ and tσ are in normal form. Here U(t) denotes the set
of usable rules [1] for the term t.

The following example shows that we cannot omit REN from REN(CAP−1
U(t)(u))

without violating the soundness condition IDG(R) ⊆ EIDG∗(R), which is essen-
tial for inferring innermost termination.

Example 5. Consider the TRS R = {f(x, x) → f(g(x), x), g(h(x)) → h(x)}.
There are two dependency pairs: (1): F(x, x) → F(g(x), x) and (2): F(x, x) →
G(x). Since F(g(h(x)), h(x)) i→ F(h(x), h(x)), IDG(R) contains arrows from (1)
to (1) and (2). However, CAP−1

U(f(g(x),x))(F(g(x), x)) = CAP−1
R (F(g(x), x)) =

F(g(x), x) does not unify with F(x′, x′).

Note that in the above example i→ differs from ( i←)−1. It is also not difficult
to show that replacing CAP−1 by CAP−1

v (or CAP−1
s ) would make Definition 4

unsound.

4 Comparison

The following theorem summarizes the relationships between the various approx-
imations.
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Table 1. Dependency graph statistics.

EDG | EDG∗ EIDG | EIDG∗

TRS DPs arrows SCCs cycles arrows SCCs cycles

[2]:3.23 2 4 2 1 1 3 1 4 2 1 1 3 1
[2]:3.44 4 4 0 2 0 2 0 4 0 2 0 2 0
[2]:3.45 4 5 3 3 2 3 2 5 3 3 2 3 2
[2]:3.48 6 17 12 2 2 8 4 17 12 2 2 8 4
[2]:4.20a 3 3 1 2 1 2 1 2 0 1 0 1 0
[2]:4.20b 4 7 5 2 1 4 3 5 3 2 1 2 1
[2]:4.21 6 12 8 2 2 6 4 6 2 2 0 2 0
[2]:4.37b 4 6 3 3 2 3 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
[5]:2.8 8 24 24 3 3 7 7 19 18 3 3 3 3
[5]:2.51 3 8 7 1 1 6 5 8 7 1 1 6 5
[5]:2.52 9 36 35 4 4 17 16 36 35 4 4 17 16
[5]:4.31 3 4 4 2 2 2 2 4 2 2 1 2 1
[5]:4.44 4 4 0 2 0 2 0 4 0 2 0 2 0
[5]:4.59 6 12 4 3 2 5 2 12 4 3 2 5 2

Theorem 6. For any TRS R, the following inclusions hold:

DG(R) ⊆ EDG∗(R) ⊆ EDG(R)

⊆ ⊆ ⊆

IDG(R) ⊆ EIDG∗(R) ⊆ EIDG(R)

Unlike the inclusion EDG∗(R) ⊆ EDG(R), the inclusion EIDG∗(R) ⊆ EIDG(R)
need not become an equality for collapsingR, due to the use of usable rules in the
second part of Definition 4. An (artificial) example illustrating this is provided
by the TRS consisting of the rules f(a, b) → f(f(a, a), f(b, b)) and g(x) → x.

Table 1 lists all examples in [2] and Sections 3 and 4 of [5] where the new
estimations make a difference.
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We will show how to translate the termination proof of a term rewrite system (TRS)
using the Monotonic Semantic Path Ordering (MSPO) [BFR00] into a constraint solv-
ing problem. By using the definition of MSPO a disjunction of constraints is obtained,
such that, if any of these constraints can be solved, then the TRS is proved to be termi-
nating.

Our constraints have the same semantics as the ones obtained by the successful
Arts and Giesl’s Dependency Pair method (DP) [AG00], and, in particular, one of the
constraints obtained from the definition of the MSPO coincides with the one given by
the DP method.

On the one hand, this shows that DP can be seen as a particular case of our method,
and the examples show that the constraint considered by DP is not always the best
one to be considered. On the other hand, since both kind of constraints share the same
semantics, we can reuse all techniques developed to solve DP constraints like, for in-
stance, the DP graph or many other ideas developed in [AG00]. Although we have not
used the ideas of other works like [GA02] or [Mid01] yet, they can easily be adapted
to our context. On the contrary, some techniques we have developed in our implemen-
tation can be used to solve DP constraints as well. The fact that both methods share the
same kind of constraints are good news, since, from now on, the necessary research on
development and implementation of constraint solving techniques can directly be made
for both methods at once.

Additionally, we study the application of our techniques to prove termination of
innermost rewriting. In order to reuse our framework, the TRS is modified by adding
constraints to the rules, which approximate the restrictions imposed by the strategy. A
constrained rule can be applied if the substitution satisfies the constraint. Hence, a TRS
is innermost terminating if its constrained version is terminating.

A constrained TRS is terminating if all instances of each constrained rule (i.e. the
instances satisfying the constraint) are included in a monotonic well-founded ordering.
Therefore, we can apply MSPO but taking the constraints of the rules into account. This
is done by inheriting the constraints when applying MSPO. As a result, we obtain a dis-
junction of constrained constraints, which, to avoid confusion, will be called decorated
constraints (note that the constraints coming from the rules are added to the literals of
the constraints coming from MSPO).

Using this decorated constraints we can cover all techniques applied in the DP
method for innermost rewriting, and furthermore, we have developed a new constraint
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solving mechanism which allows us to avoid, in many cases, the use of narrowing pro-
posed in the DP method.

The same ideas applied to the innermost strategy can be applied, as well, to other
strategies that can be approximated by means of constrained rules, like, for instance,
rewriting with priorities [Pol98].

Finally, the results reported in the very recent papers [TG03], which combines de-
pendency pairs with the size-change principle (proposed in [LJBA01] to verify termi-
nation of functional programs automatically), and [HM03], which presents some inter-
esting implementation ideas about the cycle analysis and the generation of term inter-
pretations, can both be easily adapted to our context. Note that the latter is an example
of the research on constraint solving techniques that directly apply to both methods,
and, in fact, in our system we have independently developed and implemented similar
ideas for the generation of term interpretations.

Our method has been implemented in a system called “Termptation” (available
at //www.lsi.upc.es/˜albert/) which automatically proves termination of rewrit-
ing and innermost rewriting. A detailed description of this framework can be found
in [Bor03].
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Verification techniques based on rewriting can play an active role in many fields
of software system analysis. To this respect, rewriting based tools can become
complementary to model-checking or finite state based tools. However, in order
to be practical these techniques have to exhibit a reasonable degree of efficiency,
therefore, according to [5], a systematic study of the quantitative aspects of term
rewriting is in order.

Complexity issues on term rewriting systems have been variously studied in
the literature. The time complexity of determining the derivation length in a term
rewriting system (TRSfor short) is a well-known and investigated issue. From a
computational complexity point of view, in general this problem is intractable,
since termination is even undecidable [6]. A series of papers have then shown that
undecidability also holds if the TRScontains only three rules [8], only two rules
[3], one rule [1] and one rule which is left-linear, non-overlapping and variable
preserving [2].

In this paper we investigate a numerical refinement of the termination prob-
lem, from now on referred to as Min-DL, in which, given a term t, a TRS Rand
a numerical bound k, we are asked to determine if there exists a derivation of t
to normal form of length at most k. This problem originated from the need of
looking for criteria to suitably bound the length of a terminating derivation in
rewriting based tools for the analysis of software systems. In particular, we got
interested in this problem when dealing with a rewriting strategy [7] that sim-
ulates the completion process of an equational theory in a bottom-up manner.
In that case, given a term, it is important to give a measure of the search space
originated by that term, when rewritten in all possible ways through terminating
derivations.

Like the classical proofs of undecidability of termination, some of our nega-
tive results are accomplished by simulating Turing machines, although there are
several differences between NP-hardness and undecidability simulations. First,
we can restrict to Turing machines whose running time is bounded by a suitable
polynomial function evaluated on the input size. This allows us to get simpler
simulations since we can bound the portion of tape scanned during the computa-
tion. On the other hand, we are forced to use non-deterministic Turing machines
and, under the restrictions imposed on the structure of the considered TRS, we
must guarantee that the length of the computations in the Turing machines and
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of the corresponding maximal derivations in the TRSare polynomially related.
In fact, even if non-determinism does not influence the decidability of a problem,
if P 6= NP it affects the tractability in terms of polynomial solvability (see [4] for
examples of polynomial simulations).

The problem Min-DL is NP-hard, as it does not even belong to the class NP.
In fact, k can be exponential in |t|+ |R| and derivations of polynomial length can
generate terms of exponential size with respect to |t|+ |R|. Therefore, if polyno-
mial time solvability is concerned, suitable restrictions on the set of allowable
instances must be defined.

Definition 1. Given a term t, a TRS Rand a numerical bound k, the triple
〈t,R,k〉 is p-feasible for a given polynomial p if the following conditions are sat-
isfied:

1. k≤ p(|t|+ |R|);
2. if t

j→ t ′, then |t ′| ≤ p(|t|+ |R|+ j).

Hence, if 〈t,R,k〉 is a p-feasible triple, then k and the size of any term derived
from t in at most k steps are polynomially bounded (according to p) in the size
of t and R.

Given any polynomial p, let Min-DLp be the restriction of Min-DL on the
set of the instances such that 〈t,R,k〉 is a p-feasible triple. Then clearly Min-DLp

is in NP. In fact, by the p-feasible property, every derivation of length at most k
can be described in polynomial space with respect to the size of t and R, and it
is possible to check in polynomial time if it is a derivation in R from t to normal
form of at most k steps.

Unfortunately, Min-DLp is NP-complete in most cases, even under significant
restrictions on the structure of the TRS. In fact, following the line of the results
on the indecidability of termination, if one is interested in having a low number
of rules the following theorem can be proved.

Theorem 1. The Min-DLp problem is NP-complete for a suitable polynomial p
under the restriction that the TRS Rhas only one rule.

The proof is inspired to Dauchet’s ideas in [1, 2], namely we provide a general
transformation from a non-deterministic Turing machine NT. More precisely, we
give a TRS Rand a term t such that NT has an accepting computation on a
given input x if and only if there is a derivation from t to normal form of at most
k steps. By exploiting similar arguments, it is possible to prove the following
theorem.

Theorem 2. The Min-DLp problem is NP-complete for a suitable polynomial p
under the restriction that the term t has a unique normal form and the TRS R
has only two rules.

Even if we do not claim it explicitly, the same negative results also hold
for the analogous Max-DL decision problem in which we are asked if there is a
derivation of t to normal form having length more than k.
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In conclusion, we have shown that even the non-determinism induced by
a single rewriting rule is sufficient to make the problem intractable. Similar
negative results also hold if we consider the maximum derivation length.

Many questions remain open. First of all, are the two problems polynomially
solvable when the TRShas only one rule and the term a unique normal form?

All the TRSsin the transformations given in the proofs of the above theorems
contain overlapping or self-overlapping rules: what about non-overlapping TRSs?
As it can be easily checked, under this assumption, if the TRSis right-linear or
more in general in each rule the number of occurrences of each variable in the
left-hand side is at least equal to the number of occurrences in the right-hand
side, a minimum or maximum length derivation can be determined in polynomial
time. In fact, if there is a term t that matches the left-hand side of a rule r1 and
a subterm t ′ of t that matches a rule r2, since the TRSis non-overlapping, t ′ is a
subterm of another subterm t ′′ of t that in the application of r1 matches a variable
of its left-hand side. Then, since the number occurrences of t ′′ cannot be increased
by applying r1, if we apply r2 after r1 we cannot get a longer derivation to normal
form. On the contrary, if in each rule of the TRSthe number of occurrences of
each variable in the left-hand side is at most equal to the number of occurrences
in the right-hand side, if we apply r1 after r2 we cannot get a longer derivation
to normal form.

Although the results shown in the paper exhibit a high negative valence,
we believe there can still be room for searching TRS characterizations (be-
yond the ones described above) which permit to suitably constrain the bad non-
determinism in a TRSand allow polynomial solvability.
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Weconsiderthefollowing family of protocolsonaring of processes(similar to a token
ring protocol).Every processis in oneof finitely many states.Dependingon thestate
of aparticularprocessandthestatesof anumberof its neighborsastepcanbedone,by
which thestatesof theprocessandof its neighborsmaychange.For a protocolof this
shapewewantto provethefollowing property:

Startingfrom aninitial configurationsatisfyingsomeproperty, in every infinite
run of theprotocol,afterfinitely many stepsonewill reacha configurationin
which noneof theprocessesis in stateno.

Hereno is a particularstateof a process,typically meaning‘not received’. Thus,the
abovepropertymeansthateventuallysomemessagewill bereceivedby everyprocess.

This propertyto beprovedis anexampleof a livenessproperty:we have to prove
thatin everyongoingcomputationeventually‘somethinggood’will happen.In thiscase
the ‘somethinggood’ is the receiptof the messageby all processes.Proving liveness
propertiesis closelyrelatedto proving terminationaswe pointedout in [3].

As an instanceof sucha protocol we considerthe casein which apartfrom no
a processcan be in statesent or in staterec (received). Initially at leastone of the
processesis in staterec which meansthat it hasreceiveda message(token).Now the
protocolis definedasfollows:

If a processis in staterec then it may sendits messageto its right neighbor
which thenwill be in staterec, while the processitself thenwill be in state
sent.

Clearly, at leastone processwill always be in staterec, and this procedurecan go
on forever. In [3] we introducedan approachto useterminationtechniquesfor term
rewriting in orderto prove livenesspropertiesof protocols.For example,our approach
in [3] canverify the desiredpropertyfor theparticularring protocolabove. However,
for otherinstancesin our family of ring protocolsthetechniquefrom [3] mayfail. This
is partly dueto thesoundbut incompleteautomationof thatmethodandpartly dueto
the fact that the approachin [3] works for networks of processesof arbitraryshape.
Hencethere,the behavior of the ring topologymustalsobe encodedin the protocol
description.But then it canbe difficult to statethe desiredpropertyin the form of a
livenesspropertyaspermittedin [3].

Therefore,in thepresentpaperwe introduceanalternative techniqueto theonein
[3] which is especiallydesignedfor ring protocols.It statesthatfor proving thedesired
livenesspropertyit sufficesto prove terminationof the string rewriting system(SRS)
describingthestepsthatcanbedonein theprotocol.
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First we explain how the protocol is describedby suchan SRS.We assumedthat
every processcanbein oneof finitely many states.Let thealphabetfor theSRScorre-
spondto thesestates.Now thestatesof a consecutive numberof processesin thering
canbe describedby a string over this alphabet.Dependingon this string,by the pro-
tocol rule it maybereplacedby a stringof thesamelength.For instance,in theabove
examplethecorrespondingSRSconsistsof thethreerules

rec rec
�

sent rec
rec sent

�
sent rec

rec no
�

sent rec �

Theorem 1. Let R be the SRS corresponding to a ring protocol of the given shape.
Assume that the symbol no does not occur in any right-hand side of R. Then the corre-
sponding liveness property holds on arbitrary ring size if and only if R is terminating.

Theconditionthatno doesnotoccurin any right-handsideis essential,for instance
if R consistsof the singlerule rec no � no rec thenR is terminatingbut the corre-
spondinglivenesspropertydoesnot hold.

By usingthis theorem,the livenesspropertyfor theabove examplecanbe proved
by the simpleobservation that the correspondingSRSis terminatingby the recursive
pathorder[2].

Now we considera more complicatedexamplefor which the methodsfrom [3]
requireasolutionof aTRSterminationproblemfor whichourattemptsto usestandard
techniquesall failed.

If aprocessis in staterec thenit maysendits messageto its two rightneighbors
whichthenwill bebothin staterec, while theprocessitself thenwill bein state
sent.

Thisprotocolrulemayhave to beappliedanexponentialnumberof times(exponential
in thesizeof the ring) beforeall processesreceive themessage.For this protocol,the
correspondingSRSconsistsof theninerules

rec p q � sent rec rec

wherep � q runover thethreesymbolsrec, sent, andno. Now adirectapplicationof the
recursivepathorderfails,but terminationcaneasilybeprovedby thedependency pair
technique[1] in combinationwith the recursive pathorder (by choosingall symbols
to be equalin the precedence).As an alternative terminationproof, notethat a string
rewriting systemis terminatingif f its reversedvariant(whereeachstring in the rules
is reversed)is terminating.For thereversedsystemq p rec � rec rec sent, thepoly-
nomial interpretation

�
sent ��� x �	� 2x 
 1 � � rec��� x ��� 2x sufficesfor proving termination.

Hence,thedesiredlivenesspropertyis verified.
Thekind of string rewriting involvedin Theorem1 is in fact ring rewriting rather

thanstringrewriting: theobjectsthatarerewrittenarenotstringshaving abegin andan
end,but they arerings,beingstringsin which thebegin andtheendareconnectedand
in which oneabstractsfrom thepositionrepresentingthis connection.More precisely,
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for any alphabetΣ we definethe setRing � Σ � of rings over Σ by Ring � Σ ��� Σ ����
where � is theequivalencerelationonΣ  definedby

u � v ����� u1 � u2 � Σ  : u � u1u2 � v � u2u1 �
Writing

�
u � for the equivalenceclassof u w.r.t � , for an SRSR we definethe corre-

spondingring rewrite relation � � R on Ring � Σ � by

�
u ��� � R

�
v ������� u ��� v � : u � u � � v � v � � u � � R v ���

Now the livenesspropertyfrom Theorem1 canbe statedasfollows: in every infinite
� � R -reductionafter finitely many stepsa ring is obtainednot containingthe symbol
no. Surprisingly, for theSRSsgivenin thetwo examplestherelation � � R is not termi-
natingsincethey containtherulesrec sent

�
sent rec andrec sent rec

�
sent rec rec,

respectively, bothgiving riseto thecyclic reduction
�
rec sent rec ��� � R

�
sent rec rec ����

rec sent rec � . Theproofof Theorem1 canbegivenusingthefollowingobservation.Let
R beanSRSin which thesymbolno doesnot occurandlet

�
no u ��� � R

�
v � . Thenthere

existsa string w suchthatu �
R w and

�
no w � � �

v � . This shows that for a terminating
SRSR, ruleswithout no canonly beappliedfinitely many times,andruleswith no on
theleft- but noton theright-handsidedecreasethenumberof occurringno-symbols.

Apartfrom liveness,onecanwonderhow terminationof � � R relatesto termination
of � R for arbitrarySRSsR. It is easilyseenthatterminationof � � R impliestermina-
tion of � R, but theaboveexampleshows thattheconversedoesnot hold.This leadsto
following question:givenanSRSR, how to proveterminationof � � R ?It turnsout that
argumentsusingdecreaseof weight,anda versionof semanticlabellingcanbe given
for this kind of ring rewriting, but for techniqueslike recursive pathorderor depen-
dency pairswhichstronglyrely on theconsiderationof termstructure,we did not (yet)
succeedin findinga variantcapableof proving terminationof � � R .
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Termination Dependencies
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The innovativedependency-pairtermination method of [1, 2] relies on two impor-
tant observations:

– If a rewrite system is nonterminating, then there is an infinite derivation with at
least one redex at the top of a term (see, for example, [4, p. 287]).

– If a rewrite system is nonterminating, then there is an infinite derivation in which all
proper subterms of every redex aremortal (these are the “constricting” derivations
of [11]). By “mortal”, we mean that it initiates finite derivations only.

Let F be some vocabulary (of constant and function symbols) andT, the set of terms
constructed from it. The dependency-pair method can be reformulated—and somewhat
strengthened—in terms of two (related) quasi-orderings, as follows:

A rewrite system terminates if there are well-founded quasi-orderings% and
%′ such that:
1. (Rule) ` % r for all rules`→ r;
2. (Dependency)̀ �′ u for all subtermsu of the right sider of a rule`→ r

that are not also subterms of the left side`;
3. (Monotonicity) u % v implies f (· · · ,u, · · ·) % f (· · · ,v, · · ·) for all symbols

f ∈ F and (ground) terms· · · ,u,v, · · · ∈ T; and
4. (Harmony) u % v implies f (· · · ,u, · · ·) %′ f (· · · ,v, · · ·) for all symbolsf ∈

F and (ground) terms· · · ,u,v, · · · ∈ T,
where� and�′ are the strict partial orderings (% \- and%′ \-′) associated
with % and%′.

Only % is required to be monotonic. We have excluded dependency inequalities for
right-hand subterms that also appear on the left; this includes all variables. Harmony
is called “quasi-monotonicity of%′ with respect to%” in [3]. (All inequalities refer to
ground terms but can be lifted to free terms in the standard manner: Demanding that
u � v for termsu,v with free variables means thatuγ � vγ for all substitutionsγ of
ground terms for those variables; see also [2, fn. 5].)

To clarify relations between various termination methods, we first define some prop-
erties of binary term relations:

Sub(=): f (· · ·s· · ·) = s
Mono(=): s= t ⇒ f (· · ·s· · ·) = f (· · · t · · ·)

Harmony(=,�): s= t ⇒ f (· · ·s· · ·)� f (· · · t · · ·)
Compat(=,�): s= t � u⇒ s= u

RuleR(=): `→ r ∈ R⇒ ` = r
ReduceR(=): s→R t ⇒ s= t
DependR(=): `→ r ∈ R∧s� r ⇒ ` = s∨s� `

? This research was supported in part by The Israel Science Foundation (grant no. 254/01).
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whereR is an arbitrary rewrite system;→R is the associated rewrite relation; and� (�)
is the (proper) subterm relation. All symbols should be understood universally:s, t,u are
arbitrary ground terms; ellipses· · · represent arbitrary lists of terms;=,� are arbitrary
binary relations over terms; andf is an arbitrary function symbol (or constant).

In what follows, let% and%′ be arbitrarywell-foundedquasi-orderings. Using the
above notation, we can express our version (somewhat stronger that the suggestion in
[6, p. 558,en passant]) of the dependency method as follows:

Dependency(%,%′) [6]: DependR(�′), RuleR(%), Mono(%), Harmony(%,%′).

More precisely this means

WFO(%)∧WFO(%′)∧
DependR(�′)∧RuleR(%)∧Mono(%)∧Harmony(%,%′) ⇒ SN(R)

where

WF(�): no infinite descending sequencesx1 � x2 � ···
WFO(%): % is a quasi-ordering and WF(�)

SN(R): WF(→R)

Let F̂ be a mirror image ofF : F̂ = {ĝ|g∈F}. Denote bŷs the terms= f (u1, . . . ,un)
with root symbolf ∈F replaced by its mirror imagêf ∈ F̂ , that is,̂s= f̂ (u1, . . . ,un). Let
T̂ beT ’s image under̂·. If � is a partial ordering of̂T, define another partial orderinĝ�
asu �̂ v, for termsu,v∈ T, whenû� v̂. The original method of [2] is approximately:

Dependency Pairs(%) [2]: DependR(�̂), RuleR(%), Mono(%).

where Mono applies to both hatted (f ∈ F̂) and bareheaded (f ∈ F) terms. A more
recent version [8] of the dependency-pair method is essentially:

Variant (%,�′) [8]: DependR(�′), RuleR(%), Mono(%), Compat(�′,%).

The methods of [2, 6, 8] exclude only variable subtermsx of r from the require-
ment that̀ �̂x or ` �′ x, but the proofs remain valid for alls� `, as in our condition
DependR(�′). There is no need to explicitly exclude the case thats is headed by a con-
structor (as done in [2]). Instead, one simply makes all terms headed by a constructor
smaller under� than terms headed by defined symbols (doable, since it need not be
monotonic). In fact, any term that can never have a top redex, regardless of rewrites
below the top, can be made minimal, and be safely ignored in the same way.

The dependency-pair method is derived in [2] from the condition:

Main (%) [2]: DependR(�), Mono(→R∩%).

We contribute the following variants:

Basic(%): DependR(�), ReduceR(%).

Intermediate (%,�′): DependR(�′), ReduceR(%), Compat(�′,%).
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The following summarizes dependencies between the different methods:

Lemma 1.

1. Main (%) ⇒ Basic(%)
2. Basic(%∗) ⇒ Intermediate (%,�′)
3. Intermediate (%,�′) ⇒ Variant (%,�′)
4. Main (%′) ⇒ Dependency(%,%′)
5. Dependency(%,%̂) ⇒ Dependency Pairs(%)

where%∗ is the transitive closure of% ∪ %′ (which is well-founded when the two are
compatible).

An implicationM ⇒ M′ means that methodM′ is a special case of methodM. To
prove the implication, viz. that correctness of the antecedent methodM implies correct-
ness of the consequentM′, one shows that therequirementsfor M′ imply the require-
ments forM. Thus, any well-founded ordering(s) used byM should be derivatives of
those used byM′.

For example, to prove Lemma 1.2, we need to show

WFO(%)∧WFO(%′)∧DependR(�′)∧ReduceR(%)∧Compat(�′,%)
⇒ WFO(%∗)∧DependR(�∗)∧ReduceR(%∗)

which follows from compatibility and properties of the transitive closures.
Other termination methods can be summarized using these same properties:

Standard (�) [10]: RuleR(�), Mono(�).

Kamin & L évy (�) [9]: RuleR(�), Mono(→R∩ �).

Quasi-Simplification Ordering (%) [4]: RuleR(�), Sub(%), Mono(%).

Subterm (%) [5]: RuleR(�), Sub(%), Mono(→R∩%).

We can show:

Lemma 2.

1. Standard (→R∩ �) ⇒ Kamin & L évy (�)
2. Main (%) ⇒ Subterm (%)
3. Kamin & L évy (�ω) ⇒ Subterm (%)
4. Subterm (%) ⇒ Quasi-Simplification Ordering (%)

where s�ω t is the well-founded multiset extension [7] of� to the bag of all subterms
of s, t.

One application of the weakened method shown here could be a “pattern-based”
ordering. For the non-monotonic “surface” ordering, one can check whether the term
matches a given pattern derived from a rule’s left side.
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Kruskal’s Tree Theorem [3], stating that finite trees are well-quasi-ordered under
homeomorphic embedding, and its extensions, have played an important rôle in both
logic and computer science. In proof theory, it was shown to be independent of certain
logical systems by exploiting its close relationship with ordinal notation systems (cf.
[6]), while in computer science it provides a common tool for proving the termination
of many rewrite-systems via therecursive pathand related orderings [1]. For demon-
strating termination of rewriting, it is beneficial to use apartial (or quasi-) ordering on
labels, rather than a total one.

In [7], it was shown that many important order-theoretic properties of the well-
partial-ordered precedence relations on function symbols carry over to the induced ter-
mination ordering. This is done by defining a general framework for precedence-based
termination orderings via (so-called)relativized ordinal notations. Based on a few ex-
amples, it is further conjectured that every such application of a partial-order to an
ordinal notation system carries the order-theoretic properties of the partial-order to the
relativized notation system. An example of such a construction, using Takeuti’s ordinal
diagrams, is introduced in [5] under the namequasi-ordinal-diagrams. The definition
of these diagrams is the only result we know of that deals with gap embedding of trees
andquasi-ordered labels.

Křı́ž [2] proved a conjectured extension by Harvey Friedman of the Tree Theorem,
which states that finite trees labelled by ordinals are well-quasi-ordered under gap em-
bedding. Our work extends this further to finite trees with well-quasi-ordered labels,
with the following restriction (which is shown necessary):Every node is comparable
with all its ancestors.

Let T be a set ofordered(rooted, plane-planted) finite trees, with nodes well-quasi
ordered by-, and with the above restriction. Lett• denote the root of treet. There is
a (gap) subtreerelation¥ on trees (which includes all immediate subtrees) with the
following properties:

s¥ t ¥u∧ t• % u•⇒ s¥u (1)

s¥ t ¥u∧s• - t•⇒ s¥u (2)

s£ t ⇒ s• - t•∨ t• - s• (3)

? Supported in part by the Israel Science Foundation (grant no. 254/01).
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There is also an(gap) embeddingrelation↪→ on trees with the properties:

s ↪→ t £ u∧ t• - u• ⇒ s ↪→ u (4)

s ↪→ t £ u∧s• - u• ⇒ s ↪→ u (5)

A sequences is a partial functions : N→ T . If s(i) is not defined we writes(i) =⊥.
It is very convenient to extend the subtree relation and node ordering to empty positions
of a sequence, so that:t ¥⊥ andt• -⊥•.

Let Seq be the set ofω-sequences of trees fromT . Define:

Ds := {i ∈ N |s(i) 6=⊥}
Bad:= {s∈ Seq|∀i < j ∈ Ds. s(i) 6↪→ s( j)}

Subh := {s∈ Seq|∀i ∈ Ds. h(i)¤s(i)}
Inc k := {s ∞⊆k|∀i < j ∈ Ds. s•(i) - s•( j)}

where¤ is theproper(gap) subtree relation. We’ll say thats is infinitewhenDs is.
Since% is a well-quasi-ordering, Inck is nonempty, as long ask is infinite.

Theorem 1. Bad= /0.

In other words, for everys∈ Seq there existi < j ∈ Ds such thats(i) ↪→ s( j). This
extends the result of Ǩrı́ž to quasi-ordered labels.

Assuming the contrary, the proof builds a minimal counterexample, minimal in the
sense that no infinite sequence of proper (gap) subtrees of its elements is also bad (which
leads to a contradiction—as in the original proof by Nash-Williams [4]). The construc-
tion of the minimal bad sequence proceeds by ordinal induction as follows:

H(0) : h :∈ Bad
if Bad∩Subh = /0 then return h
h0 :∈ Inc lex(h)

H(α+1) : if Bad∩Subhα = /0 then return hα
k := lex(hα)

∀i ∈ N. f (i) :=
{

k(i) if h•α(i) - k•(i)
⊥ otherwise

g :∈ Inc f

∀i ∈ N. hα+1(i) :=
{

hα(i) if i < minDg
g(i) otherwise

H(λ) : ∀i ∈ N. `(i) := limγ→λ hγ(i)
if Bad∩Sub` = /0 then return `
hλ :∈ Inc lex(`)

where the constructs :∈ Schooses an arbitrarys from S (s=⊥ if S= /0). The function
lex : Bad→ Bad chooses a bad sequence of subtrees with (lexicographically) minimal
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labels:
lex(h) : K := Bad∩Subh

for i := 1 to ∞ do
m :∈min{a•(i) |a∈ K}
k(i) :∈ {a(i) |a∈ K, a•(i) = m}
K := {a∈ K |a(i) = k(i)}

k :∈ K
return k

By construction, we have (for allα andi):

Dhα ⊇ Dhα+1 (6)

hα(i) ¥ hα+1(i) (7)

h•α(i) - h•α+1(i) (8)

For each sequencehα (for every countable ordinalα and for alli < j ∈ Dhα):

hα(i) 6↪→ hα( j) (9)

h•α(i) - h•α( j) (10)

The successor step of (9,10) is proved by induction; the only interesting case isi <
minDg≤ j, when

h•α+1(i) = h•α(i) - h•α( j) - f •( j) = k•( j) = h•α+1( j)

from which (9) follows using (5). By considering the limit case, it can be seen that for
all α < β:

Dhα ⊇ Dhβ (11)

Finally, it can be shown that:

1. The constructed sequenceshα are all infinite.
2. The constructed sequenceshα are each distinct.
3. The construction eventually terminates with a minimal bad sequence.

By induction, this result may be extended also to the case where every path in the
tree can be partitioned into some bounded number of subpaths with comparable labels.

Moreover, the absence of such a bound yields a bad sequence with respect to gap-
embedding: Leta,b,c be three incomparable elements of the node ordering. The fol-
lowing is an antichain with respect to gap embedding:

c−a−c c−b−a−c c−a−b−a−c c−b−a−b−a−c. . .

Consequently, the extension of Theorem 1 to set of trees with bounded number of
comparable subpaths shows that the above counterexample iscanonical: Every bad
sequence with respect to gap embedding must contain paths of unbounded incompara-
bility.
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Abstract

In the first part of the talk we study functorial properties of some termina-
tion orderings following ideas from Feferman and Girard. Using a classical result
which basically goes back to Ehrenfeucht we obtain some applications to the model
theory of termination orderings with respect to infinitary languages.

In the second part we investigate analytical properties of termination orderings
with respect to their count functions. These count functions can be classified using
Tauberian methods and methods from complex analysis. We give some applica-
tions to independence results for Peano arithmetic. Further we obtain zero one
laws for segments of the nested multiset ordering (joint work with Woods).
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1 Introduction

Calculi of explicit substitutions have been introduced to give an account to the sub-
stitution process in lambda calculus. The idea is to introduce a notation for substitutions
explicitely in the calculus. In other words one makes substitutions first class citizens
whereas the classical lambda calculus leaves them in the meta-theory.

Originally, the expression “explicit substitution” and the concept itself were intro-
duced by Abadi, Cardelli, Curien and Levy [1]. The idea of the authors was to replace
categorical combinators by a syntax that extend lambda calculus. Actually the idea of
internalizing substitutions into the lambda calculus is older. A first credit should be
given to Curien with his λρ calculus [4] which is the origin of the calculus of [1]. But
Curry himself expressed the same wish much earlier. For him combinatory logic was
a mean to analyze substitutions. In the introduction of his famous book [5] he noted
the advantage of including a calculus of substitutions into the lambda calculus. Per-
haps the idea of explicit substitution is not “explicit” there, but at least the program
of building a simple system, which analyzes substitutions and which departs less of
our intuition than combinatory logic, appears clearly. For Curry this system should not
be far from lambda calculus. Nowadays, we would call such a system a “calculus of
explicit substitution”. Another ancestor of calculi of explicit substitutions is de Bruijn
λCξϕ [7]. As its complicated name might indicate, λCξϕ is not an easy calculus as
it mixes up the concrete and the abstract syntax in the same framework. In [2], this
calculus has been revisited in modern notations. At the noticeable exception of λχ [10]
which uses de Bruijn levels, most of these calculi use de Bruijn indices [6] but more
natural approaches have been proposed where names for variables are made explicit
like in classical lambda-calculus. The most popular presentation is due to Roel Bloo
and Kristoffer Rose [3], but Lins [11] proposed a calculus with the same features in
1985. The work presented here is the result of a cooperation with Daniel Dougherty
and Stéphane Lengrand [9, 8].
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2 The calculusλ �

The calculus of explicit substitution λ � extends the syntax of the classical lambda
calculus with terms of the form M � x : � N � called closures. They are terms with a body
M and an explicit substitution part.

M � N :: � x � λx �M � M N � M � x : � N ���
In λ � , _ � x : � _ � is a binary operator which is a binder for x in its left subterms. More
specifically, in the term M � x : � N �	� x is bound in the subterm M. The concept of free
variable needs also to be extended. To emphasize the difference with usual freeness
we call this new concept availability1. Roughly speaking, a variable is not available in
a term if it does not appear in the term or it appears in a subtituated part of the term
which is associated with a variable not itself available, in other word, a variable is not
available if it appears in a term which is going to disappear later on by reduction.

AV 
 x ���  x �
AV 
 λx �M ��� AV 
 M ���� x �
AV 
 M N ��� AV 
 M ��� AV 
 N �

AV 
 M � x : � N ����� AV 
 M ��� AV 
 N �	�� x � ifx � AV 
 M �
AV 
 M � x : � N ����� AV 
 M ���� x � ifx �� AV 
 M �

The definition of λ � makes an extensive use of Barendregt convention on variables,
which can be stated as follows in the same context there exists never a variable which is
both bound and free. This convention plays a key role in the following rules especially
in the rule (Abs).


 λx �M � P � M � x : � P � 
 B �

 M N ��� x : � P � � M � x : � P � N � x : � P ��
 App �

 λx �M ��� x : � P ��� λx ��
 M � x : � P ��� 
 Abs �
x � x : � P � � P 
 VarI �
y � x : � P � � y 
 VarK �

3 Types

In order to catch strong normalization we introduce a type system with intersection
called E (see Fig. 1). It is worth to notice that there are two rules for closures. The
first called cut, says that if M receives type σ in a context Γ extended with type τ for x
then M � x : � N � receives the same type σ provided N gets type τ in the context Γ. This
rule is straightforwardly connected through the Curry-Howard correspondance to the
cut rule in natural deduction, hence its name. In addition to cut, we added a new rule,
which says that in typing M � x : � N � one can safely drop the type of x provided that N
is typeable and x does not occur (is not available) in M. Then M � x : � N � gets the same
type as M.

1Actually there is another extension of freeness to explicit substitutions which is not what we need here.
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��� Γ � M:τ1 Γ � M:τ2
Γ � M:τ1 � τ2

��� Γ � M:τ1 � τ2
Γ � M:τi

i �  1 � 2 �
�	��
	� Γ � M:σ N typable

Γ � M  x: � N � :σ x �� AV 
 M �
����� Γ � x:τ � M:σ Γ � N:τ

Γ � M  x: � N � :σ
� � Γ � x:σ � M:τ

Γ � λx �M:σ � τ � � Γ � M:σ � τ Γ � N:σ
Γ � M N:τ

����� � �
Γ � x:σ x � Γ

FIG. 1 – The typing system E

4 The result

The main result which is the core of [9] says that a term M is strongly normalizing
if and only if there exists in E a context Γ and a type σ such that Γ � M : σ. Actually
E is not the only system which has this property. Indeed van Bakkel and Dezani [12]
proposed an alternative system with a rule they call K-cut instead of drop

��� � �!� Γ � x : τ � M : σ ∆ � N : τ
if x �� Γ

Their system characterizes also strong normalization in λ � .
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Abstract. Residuated Logic Programs allow to capture a spate of different se-
mantics dealing with uncertainty and vagueness. A first result states that for any
definite residuated logic program the sequence of iterations of the immediate con-
sequences operator reaches the least fixpoint after only finitely many steps. Then,
a tabulation query procedure is introduced, and it is shown that the procedure
terminates every definite residuated logic program.

In this work we focus on the framework of residuated logic programming, which
generalizes several approaches to the extension of logic programming techniques to the
fuzzy case. Our aim here is in the use of tabling (or memoizing) methods to increase
the efficiency of the previously proposed semantics. For the essentials of residuated
logic programming the reader is referred to [3]. The semantics of a residuated logic
program is characterised, by the post-fixpoints of the immediate consequences operator
TP, whose definition can be easily generalised to the framework of residuated logic
programs. Moreover, it can be shown that TP is always increasing.

Residuated logic programs allow arbitrary combinations of operators in the body
of rules, however the most frequently used fuzzy rule systems employ a single type of
conjunctor, usually a t-norm (an associative, commutative operator on the unit inter-
val [0,1], with 1 as neutral element). For instance, in [2] we illustrated how to encode
approximate deductions and fuzzy rules in control systems into residuated logic pro-
gramming. The bodies of weighted rules obtained by the encoding have the simple
form: 〈A;ϑ〉 or 〈A←− B1⊗ . . .⊗Bn;ϑ〉, where A and Bi’s are propositional variables
and ϑ is a truth-value in [0,1]. Programs having this form are called definite residu-
ated logic programs, i.e. where the body of rules is constructed by conjoining together
propositional variables with a unique t-norm operator.

Our first theorem concerning termination in this context is the following:

Theorem 1. Consider a definite residuated logic program over a continuous t-norm.
Then, the TP operator reaches its least fixpoint after finitely many steps.

Proof (Sketch): It is well-known that every continuous t-norm is either minimum,
Archimedean, or the ordinal sum of a family of continuous Archimedean t-norms.
Therefore the proof can be split into two cases: the minimum t-norm and any Archimedean
t-norm.
? Partially supported by Integrated Action HP2001-0078 and E-42/02.
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For the case of minimum the result is obvious because of the monotonicity of TP

and the fact that we have a finite program.
For the case of Archimedean t-norms the result follows from the fact that any com-

puted value by the semantics has the general form ϑ1
n1⊗·· ·⊗ϑm

nm and such an element
cannot have infinitely many strict upper bounds of that form. ut

The issue now relies in the definition of an appropriate query procedure for residu-
ated logic programs. In the one hand, the TP operator is bottom-up but not goal-oriented
and in every step the bodies of the rules are recomputed. On the other hand, the usual
SLD based implementations of Fuzzy Logic Programming languages are goal-oriented
but inherit the problems of non-termination and recomputation of goals. For tackling
these issues, the tabulation implementation technique has been proposed in the deduc-
tive databases and logic programming communities [1].

We introduce a general tabulation procedure for residuated logic programs. The
datatype we will use for the description of the method is that of a forest, that is, a finite
set of trees. Each of these trees has a root labeled with a propositional symbol together
with a truth-value from the real unit interval (called the current value for the tabulated
symbol); the rest of the nodes of each of these trees are labeled with an “extended”
formula (defined in [5]).

In the description of the tabulation procedure for residuated logic programming,
we will assume a program P consisting of a finite number of weighted propositional
formulas of the form 〈A←− B ,ϑ〉 together with a query ?Q. The body is an arbitrary
combination of computable monotonic functions applied to propositional variables. The
purpose of the computational procedure is to give (if possible) the greatest truth-value
for A that can be inferred from the information in the program P.

Operations for Tabulation. Consider the following notation: Given a propositional
symbol A, we will denote by P(A) the set of rules in P which have head A. The tabu-
lation procedure requires four basic operations: Create New Tree, New Subgoal, Value
Update, and Answer Return. The first operation creates a tree for the first invocation of
a given goal. New Subgoal is applied whenever a propositional variable in the body of
rule is found without a corresponding tree in the forest, and resorts to the previous op-
eration. Value update is used to propagate the truth-values of answers to the root of the
corresponding tree. Finally, Answer Return substitutes a propositional variable by the
current truth-value in the corresponding tree. We now describe formally the operations:

Create New Tree (CNT). Given a propositional symbol A, construct the tree below,
where we assume that P(A) = {〈A←− B j,ϑ j〉 | j = 1, . . . ,m},

A:0

ϑ1⊗B1 ϑ2⊗B2 . . . ϑm⊗Bm

and append it to the current forest (finite list of trees). In the case that the forest did not
exist, then generate a singleton list with the tree above.
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New Subgoal (NS). Select a non-tabulated propositional symbol C occurring in a leaf
of some tree (this means that there is no tree in the forest with the root node labeled
with C), then create a new tree as indicated in CNT, and append it to the forest.

Value Update (VU). If there are no propositional symbols in a leaf, then evaluate the
corresponding arithmetic formula, assume that its value is, say, s and update the current
value r of the propositional symbol at the root of the tree by the value of sup(r,s).

Answer Return (AR). Select in any non-root node a propositional symbol C which is
tabulated, and consider that the current value of C is r.

– If the propositional symbol has been selected in a leaf B [. . . ,C, . . .], then extend the
branch with B [. . . ,r, . . .]

B [. . . ,C, . . .]

B [. . . ,r, . . .]

– Otherwise, if the propositional symbol has been selected in a non-leaf node B [. . . ,C, . . .]
such as in the left of Fig. 1 then, if s < r, then update the whole branch substituting
the constant s by r, as in the right of Fig. 1.

...

B[. . . ,C, . . .]

B[. . . ,s, . . .]
...

is transformed in ...

B[. . . ,C, . . .]

B[. . . ,r, . . .]
...

Fig. 1. Updating a branch with a current value.

Note that the only operation which changes the values of the roots of the trees in the
forest is VU. Note also that the only nodes with several immediate successors are the
root nodes. From there downwards, the extension is done by AR, which either updates
the nodes of an existing branch or extends the branch with one new node.

A non-deterministic procedure for tabling. Now, we can state the general non-
deterministic procedure for calculating the answer to a given query by using a tabling
technique in terms of the previous rules.

Initial step Create the initial forest applying CNT to the query.
Next steps Non-deterministically select a propositional symbol and apply one of the

operations NS, VU, and AR.
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As in any non-deterministic procedure, it is necessary to show that the obtained
result is independent from the different choices made during the execution of the algo-
rithm. With this aim we prove two propositions, which provide as a consequence the
independence of the ordering of applications of steps in the tabulation proof procedure,
as well as soundness and completeness.

Proposition 1.
1. The current values of a terminated forest generate a model of P. That is, the current

values are greater or equal than those given by the least fixpoint of the immediate
consequences operator TP.

2. Given a forest (terminated or not), then for all roots C j:r j we have that there exists
an iteration k, of the TP operator such that r j ≤ T k

P
(C j).

As an easy consequence of the previous proposition we obtain:

Theorem 2.
1. Every terminated forest calculates exactly the minimal model for the program.
2. The tabulation procedure terminates if and only if the minimal model is reached by

iterating the TP operator a finite number of times.

Since in Theorem 1 we showed that for every definite residuated logic program the
minimal model is reached after finitely many iterations of the TP operator, we conclude:

Corollary 1. The tabulation procedure is terminating for the class of definite residu-
ated logic programs.

Concluding remarks. A non-deterministic tabulation goal-oriented query procedure
has been introduced. We have also shown that the procedure terminates for the class
of definite residuated logic programs. As future work, on the one hand, we would like
to study further conditions of termination for the general lattice-valued framework of
residuated logic programs; on the other hand, we would also study the generalized case
of multi-adjoint logic programs [4]. Another interesting research line is to attempt the
extension of this technique to the case of first order definite residuated programs.
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Termination of rewriting [Der87,Zan03] is often proposed as a suitable theory for prov-
ing termination of programs which are executed by rewriting. Programming languages
and systems whose operational principle is based on reduction (e.g., functional, al-
gebraic, and equational programming languages as well as theorem provers based on
rewriting techniques) need, however, to break down the non-determinism which is in-
herent to reduction relations to make computations feasible. This is usually done by
means of somereduction strategy, i.e., a concrete rule to specify the (non-empty set
of) reduction steps which can be issued on any term which is not a normal form. Thus,
termination of a programR (whereR is a TRS) can be more precisely defined as the
termination of the strategyS which is used to executeR . Here, by termination of a
strategyS for a TRSR , we mean the termination of the reduction relation→S⊆→+

associated toS.
Traditionally, the most important question about a rewriting strategyS is whether it

is normalizing, i.e., no infiniteS-sequencet →S t ′→S · · · starts from a termt having a
normal form. Obviously, every rewriting strategyS is forced to run forever when faced
to termst having no normal form. Then, the following property is obvious.

Proposition 1. LetR be a TRS andS be a strategy forR . Then,S is terminating if and
only if R is normalizing andS is normalizing.

This proposition says that wecannotobtain a terminating behavior for a programR
running under a given strategyS unless the program is normalizing, i.e.,everytermt has
a normal form. However, many interesting programs are not normalizing. In particular,
those which can be used to deal with ‘infinite’ data structures. For instance, the TRS
that corresponds to the followingMaude program:

fmod SEL-FIRST-PRIMES is
sorts Nat LNat .
op 0 : -> Nat .
op s : Nat -> Nat .
ops nil primes : -> LNat .
op cons : Nat LNat -> LNat [strat (1 0)] .
op sel : Nat LNat -> Nat .
op first : Nat LNat -> LNat .

? This work has been partially supported by CICYT TIC2001-2705-C03-01 and MCYT Acción
Integrada HU 2001-0019.
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op nats : Nat -> LNat .
op sieve : LNat -> LNat .
op filter : LNat Nat Nat -> LNat .
vars X Y M N : Nat .
var Z : LNat .
eq filter(cons(X,Z),0,M) = cons(0,filter(Z,M,M)) .
eq filter(cons(X,Z),s(N),M) = cons(X,filter(Z,N,M)) .
eq sieve(cons(0,Z)) = sieve(Z) .
eq sieve(cons(s(N),Z)) = cons(s(N),sieve(filter(Z,N,N))) .
eq nats(N) = cons(N,nats(s(N))) .
eq primes = sieve(nats(s(s(0)))) .
eq sel(s(X),cons(Y,Z)) = sel(X,Z) .
eq sel(0,cons(X,Z)) = X .
eq first(0,Z) = nil .
eq first(s(X),cons(Y,Z)) = cons(Y,first(X,Z)) .

endfm

is not normalizing: the expressionprimes is intended to arbitrarily approximate the list
of prime numbers (see [KdV03]) and has no normal form. As mentioned before, the
problem is that rewriting strategies must rewrite terms which are not normal forms. The
following notion permits us to avoid the limitation expressed by Proposition 1. In the
following definition,(A,→) is an abstract reduction system (ARS), where→⊆ A×A
for a given setA; also, for a reduction relation→′⊆ A×A, NF→′ is the set of all→′-
normal forms.

Definition 1. Let (A,→) be an ARS. A binary relation⇀ on A is a computational
restrictionof→ if ⇀⊆→+ andNF⇀ 6= NF→.

When considering a TRSR = (F ,R),→ is the (one-step) rewrite relation→R induced
by R and we writeNFR rather thanNF→R . Note that the conditionNF⇀ 6= NFR (or,
equivalently,NF⇀ ⊃ NFR , since⇀⊆→+ implies thatR -normal forms are⇀-normal
forms) makes the difference between the notion of rewriting strategy and that of com-
putational restriction of rewriting:

1. every rewriting strategyS for a TRSR satisfies→S⊆→+; however,NF→S = NFR
by definition of strategy. On the other hand,

2. every subset⇀ of→+ satisfyingNF⇀ = NFR can be just considered as a rewriting
strategyS⇀ given by

S⇀(t) = {t = t1 → t2 → ·· · → tn = s | t ⇀ s}

for each termt.

Using restrictions of rewriting, we are still able to define (restricted) strategies which
only consider⇀-steps. In fact, the notion of computational restriction (of rewriting) as
given in Definition 1 is new but already used (as well as the corresponding strategies)
in the literature.
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Computational restriction Related Strategies
Demand-driven reduction [MR92] Demand-driven strategies [AL02]

Outermost-needed reduction [Ant92]Outermost-needed strategy [Ant92]
Context-Sensitive Rewriting [Luc98]Context-Sensitive Strategies [Luc02a]

” E-strategies [Eke98],
” Just-in-time[Pol01]
” Non-strict evaluation [GM03]

Lazy Rewriting [FKW00,Luc02b] On-Demand Strategies [AEGL02]
On-demand rewriting [Luc01a] On-Demand Strategies [AEGL02,NO01]

The use of computational restrictions of rewriting in the computational model of pro-
grams is, then, interesting. For instance, the programSEL-FIRST-PRIMES above is ter-
minating thanks to the strategy annotation(1 0) for symbolcons which ensures that
reductions on the second argument of calls tocons are not allowed. In particular, the
evaluation of expressionprimes with SEL-FIRST-PRIME yields1:

Maude> red primes .
reduce in SEL-FIRST-PRIMES : primes .
rewrites: 3 in 0ms cpu (10ms real) (˜ rewrites/second)
result LNat: cons(s(s(0)), sieve(filter(nats(s(s(s(0)))), s(0), s(0))))

However, we can easily obtain the fourth prime number without any risk of nontermi-
nation:

Maude> red sel(s(s(s(0))),primes) .
reduce in SEL-FIRST-PRIMES : sel(s(s(s(0))), primes) .
rewrites: 28 in -10ms cpu (0ms real) (˜ rewrites/second)
result Nat: s(s(s(s(s(s(s(0)))))))

Of course, further semantic issues should also be addressed (see [Luc03]). In this paper,
we are only concerned with termination.

We argue that termination of programs could be more appropriately studied aster-
mination of (strategies for) computational restrictions of rewriting.

Termination of computational restrictions of rewriting is a challenging problem. To
motivate this claim, think of Lankford’s theorem establishing that termination of TRSs
is equivalent to the existence of a well-founded ordering> on terms such thatt > s
whenevert → s. This is easily generalized to computational restrictions of rewriting
⇀, i.e., orderings on terms are also the basis of termination analysis of computational
restrictions of rewriting. In practice, however, we only want to compare the left- and
right-hand sides of the rules of the TRS by using somereduction ordering, i.e., a stable,
monotonic, and well-founded ordering on terms. These properties correspond to well-
known properties of the rewriting relation→ that computational restrictions of rewriting
do not need to fulfill. For instance, context-sensitive rewriting (CSR[Luc98]) is not
monotonic; lazy rewriting (LR [FKW00]) and on-demand rewriting (ODR [Luc01a])
are not stable or monotonic. Thus, reduction orderings are not completely suitable to
prove termination of computational restrictions of rewriting in many cases. Some facts
and questions arise:

1 We use version 1.0.5 of Maude interpreter (available at
http://maude.cs.uiuc.edu/current/system/ ).
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1. Generalizations of existing reduction orderings (e.g., recursive path orderings, poly-
nomial orderings, Knuth-Bendix orderings, etc.) have already been developed in
some cases. For instance, [BLR02] extends the recursive path ordering to permit
its use withCSR; on the othe hand, [GL02b] discusses the use of polynomial or-
derings for proving termination ofCSR. Are there other suitable generalizations? Is
there a generic methodology for obtaining them for a given (class of) computational
restrictions?

2. Transformation techniques can also be helpful here as they are able to transform
proofs of termination of computational restrictions of rewriting into proofs of ter-
mination of rewriting: see [GM03,Luc02c] forCSR; [Luc02b] forLR; and [Luc01a]
for ODR. Is there any generic transformation which could be specialized/simplified
in some cases?

3. Regarding strategies, [FGK01] describes a direct technique for directly proving
termination ofE-strategies and [Luc01b] shows that proofs of termination of (in-
nermost)CSRcan also be used for that. In [AEGL02] termination of on-demand
strategies is addressed.

The presentation will further discuss and exemplify these challenges and their possible
solutions.
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Abstract. The paper sketches a case study on termination. Using re-
duction systems we formally describe a system of cooperating constraint
solvers. The formal description already separates the definition of cooper-
ation strategies and the termination detection. This allows to theoretically
prove termination for many strategies and, furthermore, frees the user im-
plementing his own strategies of keeping track of termination in practice.

1 Cooperative Constraint Solving

In [1] we describe a meta-solver approach which enables the cooperative solving
of mixed-domain constraint problems using several specialized solvers, none of
which would be able to handle these problems on its own.

A meta-solver coordinates the work of different individual black-box solvers.
A global pool contains the constraints of a constraint conjunction which we want
to solve. The constraints are taken from the pool and propagated to the individ-
ual solvers which are in return requested to provide newly gained information
(i.e. constraints) back via the meta-solver to the pool. This communication is
handled via the functions tell and project, tell is used by the individual solvers to
propagate the received constraints to their stores, while project provides infor-
mation of the participating solvers to be added to the global pool. The overall tell
– project cycle is repeated until either a failure occurs, then the initially given
constraint conjunction is unsatisfiable, or the pool is emptied, i.e. the system
could not find a contradiction.

The (partial) function tell is used to add a constraint c to a store C of a
solver. We distinguish three cases: If the solver perceives c ∧ C to be satisfiable
and c to follow from C then this redundant propagation does not change C. If
c∧C is perceived to be satisfiable and c is non-redundant, then c is successfully
propagated yielding a new store C ′ with C ′ ←→ c∧C. If the solver finds out that
c∧C is unsatisfiable, the propagation fails and the store C remains unchanged.

Projecting a constraint store C wrt. a set Y of variables (which occur in C)
generates a constraint conjunction C ′ containing information about Y , i.e. an
implication of C and where all other variables than those from Y are eliminated.

The description of the operational semantics of our system is done by means
of a reduction relation for overall configurations. An overall configuration H ∈ Ξ

consists of a formal disjunction
∨̇

i∈{1,...,m}Gi of configurations. A configuration

G = P ¯
∧

ν∈L Cν consists of the pool P which is a set of constraints subject to
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solve and the conjunction
∧

ν∈L Cν of constraint stores.1 In one derivation step
configurations Gi are replaced by overall configurations HGi:

H = H1 ∨̇ G1 ∨̇ . . . ∨̇ Hi ∨̇ Gi ∨̇ . . . ∨̇ Hm ∨̇ Gm ∨̇ Hm+1 =⇒
H′= H1 ∨̇ HG1 ∨̇ . . . ∨̇ Hi ∨̇ HGi ∨̇ . . . ∨̇ Hm ∨̇ HGm ∨̇ Hm+1

Thus, first, we define a derivation relation for configurations Gi and, based
on this, we define a derivation relation for overall configurations H.

Derivation relations for configurations (production level). For a configuration
G = P ¯

∧
ν∈L Cν , a derivation step G → HG is defined by the propagation of

constraints from the pool P using tell and the projection of stores Cν . Influenc-
ing the order of projection and propagation and applying choice heuristics on
constraints and stores, there are many possibilities to define strategies.

Derivation relations for overall configurations (application level). Different deriva-
tion strategies may allow the derivation of exactly one configuration, or of several
configurations in parallel or concurrently.

Using this two-step frame different reduction systems which realize different
derivation strategies for the derivation of an initial overall configuration G0 =
P ¯

∧
ν∈L Cν to normal form can be described. For G0 the pool P contains the

constraints which we want to solve and all constraint stores are true.
A derivation relation =⇒ as defined above can simply yield non-terminating

derivations. For example, the projection of a store after a redundant propagation
would usually yield the same constraints as a projection immediately before this
propagation. To avoid such situations, we allow projection of a store after a
successful (non-redundant) propagation only. For this we mark each store by a
tag to indicate its changes after its last projection: A store initially starts out as
non-dirty. For each successful propagation, we mark the solver dirty indicating
that the internal state of the store has changed. Redundant propagations do not
change the tag. Projection is only possible for dirty stores, at this, the tag is
reset to be non-dirty. A derivation cannot terminate as long as there is a dirty
marked store because this store can still be projected.

2 Termination in Theory

The reduction system (Ξ,=⇒) describes a stepwise propagation of constraints
from the pool of the configurations to the associated stores, shrinking at this the
stores, and their projection which yield new constraints for propagation.

The domains of constraint solvers are in general not restricted to be finite.
This is critical for termination. Therefore we require that the space of valuations
of one domain for a finite set of variables can be separated into a finite set of
segments and that the solution set of the projection of a store must consist of
the union of a number of these segments. This allows to assign weights to stores
depending on the number of segments which can be decreased finitely often only.

The second base of the termination proof of the reduction relation =⇒ is the
tag handling scheme for stores (see Sect. 1). This ensures that after a successful

1
L denotes the set of indices of the involved constraint solvers.
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propagation the newly derived store is projected at most once and a following
projection of this store is only possible after a further change by propagation.

Essentially these two conditions are necessary to show termination for re-
duction systems (Ξ,=⇒) defined according to the above two-step frame, i.e. for
many solver cooperations with very different cooperation strategies.

3 Termination in Practice

Meta-S [2] is an implementation of the theoretical framework described in Sect. 1.
Since Meta-S should offer a strategy language for the user to express problem-
specific solving strategies in a simple way it was essential to factor out code com-
mon to most strategies. Thus, one central aspect of the implementation was the
formulation of algorithm-independent termination conditions, thereby freeing
strategy implementors from keeping track of termination conditions themselves.

In order to properly detect termination of the processing loop for a given
configuration we need to observe the following set of termination criteria. Ter-
mination of the solving process of a particular configuration ensures when:

1. None of the solvers are marked dirty (cf. the tag handling scheme, Sect. 1).
2. There remain no pending constraints in the pool.

These conditions ensure that finally all stores are projected and there re-
main no constraints in the pool for propagation. Thus, regardless of the ac-
tions of the strategy, termination will never be premature. Of course it is
still possible for strategies to prevent the
proper termination, e.g. by going into
an infinite loop or by never projecting
a certain variable, etc. Since the crite-
ria can be independently tested at any
point during the solving process, we “out-
source” the termination testing from the
solving strategy itself to formulate strate-
gies without explicit checks for termina-
tion (see Fig. 1). Thus freed from keeping
track of termination, the generic function
strategy-step represents the place to im-

restart:
invoke strategy-restart-actions

until pending constraints = ∅∧
∀solver:¬dirty(solver)

do

invoke strategy-step

end until

if strategy-finish returns then

goto restart
end if

Fig. 1: Strategy loop

plement strategies based on the order of constraint propagation and projection
and choice heuristics for solvers and constraints (cf. production and application
level, Sect. 1). Since individual strategies may employ additional optimizations,
further termination checking is allowed to occur through methods on the generic
function strategy-finish, which can restart the loop when needed.
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Abstract. TheTerminWeb analyser is a semantic based termination analyser for
logic programs. It is uniqueness in that it is based on a semantics which makes
the termination properties observable. Its implementation is obtained as an ab-
straction of an interpreter which computes the termination semantics of a given
program.TerminWeb supports terminationcheckingandinferencewith respect to
semi-linear norms;type-basednorms; and a combination of several norms.

1 Overview of TerminWeb

The TerminWeb analyser [8] is a semantic based termination analyser for logic pro-
grams, which focuses on universal termination. The analyser is implemented inSICStus
Prolog and is available in two versions: on-line via WWW and stand-alone. The early
version ofTerminWeb analyser was developed, in [2], out of a collaboration withTer-
minLog [7]. The main contribution of [2] is basing termination analysis on semantics.
Namely, providing a semantics which makes the termination properties of a program
observable.

The semantics adopted in [2] is called the binary unfolding semantics first presented
in [4] where it was shown to make the notion of calls observable. The semantic objects
are binary clauses. A binary clause of the formp(s̄)← q(t̄) indicates that a call top
is eventually followed by a call toq. Note that each pair of subsequent callsp(s̄) and
q(t̄) are represented by at least one binary clause and that the loops in the program are
represented by binary clauses of the formp(t̄)← p(s̄).

Using the binary unfolding semantics, a termination analyser is obtained by ap-
proximating this semantics with respect to size and instantiation information. Then,
this information is used to verify that each loop (recursive binary clause) has a decreas-
ing measure over a well-founded domain. Note that in contrast to classic techniques,
where a singleglobal decreasing measure is required for proving termination,Termin-
Web requires only alocal decreasing measure for each loop.

The core ofTerminWeb is a simple abstract meta-interpreter which approximates the
binary unfolding semantics. The approximation is over a domain to represent size and
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instantiation information with respect to a given size function (norm) which measures
the size of terms. This abstract meta-interpreter operates in a uniform way over several
choices of abstract domains such as monotonicity constraints [7] and convex polyhedra
[3, 1]. These are represented as systems of linear constraints. The advantage of using
constraints domain to represent size-relation, over using a special structures like in [7,
6], is that different domains with various precision and efficiency can be used, accord-
ing to the user needs. On the top of this meta-interpreter,TerminWeb has two more
components that perform terminationcheckingand terminationinference.

For terminationchecking, the user provides a programP; an initial call patternG;
and chooses a norm to be used in the analysis. Then, the analyser checks if the program
terminates for the given input class as follows: (1) The set of abstract binary clauses,
[[P]]bin

size, over a size-relations domain is computed; (2) The set of call patterns,[[PG]]calls
gr ,

with respect to the initial goal is computed; and (3) for each call patternκ ∈ [[PG]]calls
gr

and matching recursive binary clausep(x̄)← p(ȳ), the analyser verifies that some mea-
sure f on the sizes of some of the sufficiently instantiated arguments inκ decrease, i.e
f (p(x̄)) > f (p(ȳ)). This ensures that each loop is finitely executed.

For terminationinference, the user provides a program and chooses a size function
(norm) to be used in the analysis. Then, the analyser infers a set of call patterns for
which termination is guaranteed. For example, for the classicappend/3 relation and
the list-lengthnorm, termination inference results inappend(x,y,z)← x∨ z with the
interpretation that the queryappend(x,y,z) terminates, ifx or zare bound to closed lists.
Termination inference inTerminWeb is based on an observation that links termination
checking and termination inference throughbackwards analysisas presented in [5].
Backwards analysis is concerned with the following type of question: Given a program
and assertions at given program points, what are the weakest requirements on the inputs
to the program which guarantee that the assertions will hold whenever the execution
reaches these points. For termination inference, these assertions are extracted from the
program loops (binary clauses) and specified to guarantee the rigidity of at least one
decreasing set of arguments in each loop.

Terminationinferencein TerminWeb is performed as follows: (1) The set of binary
clause is computed exactly as in termination checking; (2) assertions that guarantee the
rigidity of at least one decreasing set of arguments in each binary clause is extracted;
and (3) these assertions are passed together with the program to the backwards anal-
ysis engine, which infers the required modes. The use of a standard framework for
backwards analysis provides a formal justification for termination inference and leads
to a simple and efficient implementation. This also facilitates a formal comparison of
termination checking and inference.

The task of selecting a norm is the first step in many termination analysers. Once
a norm is selected size and rigidity analyses are performed with respect to the selected
norm. This step is crucial for proving termination as the analyser may succeed to ob-
tain a termination proof using one norm and fail using others. Usually, a termination
analyser provides a predefined set of semi-linear norms from which the user can select
a norm as well as tools for defining a norm tailored for the specific data structures used
in a program.
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TerminWeb supports alsotype-basednorms, derived automatically from declared
(or inferred) types, as well as proofs based on the combination of several norms.
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Verifying termination is often considered as one of the most important as-
pects of program verification. Logic languages, allowing us to program declar-
atively, increase the danger of non-termination. Therefore, termination analysis
received considerable attention in logic programming (see e.g. [7, 8, 10, 16]).
Unfortunately, the majority of existing termination analysers, such as Termi-
Log [15], TerminWeb [7], and cTI [16] are restricted to pure logic programs and
thus, leave many interesting real-world examples out of consideration. There-
fore, in order to abridge the gap between programming practice and existing ter-
mination analysers real-world programming techniques should be considered.

In this paper we present Hasta-La-Vista—a powerful tool for analysing ter-
mination of logic programs with integer computations. Hasta-La-Vista extends
the constraints-based approach of Decorte et al. [9] by integrating the inference
algorithm of [19]. Moreover, as explained in [19], in the integer case our ap-
proach is not limited to proving termination, but can also infer termination, i.e.,
find the set of queries terminating for a given program.

System architecture. Conceptually, Hasta-La-Vista consists of three main
parts: transformation, constraints generation and constraints solving. As a pre-
liminary step, given a program and a set of atomic queries, type analysis of
Janssens and Bruynooghe [14] computes the call set. We opted for a very simple
type inference technique that provides us only with information whether some
argument is integer or not.

Based on the results of the type analysis the system decides whether termin-
ation of the given program can be dependent on the integer computation. In this
case, the adorning transformation is applied [19]. The aim of the transforma-
tion is to discover bounded integer arguments and to make the bounds explicit.
Intuitively, if a variable x is known to be bounded from above by n, then n� x
is always positive and thus, can be used as a basis for a definition of a level-
mapping (a function from the set of atoms to the naturals). In order to prove
termination we have to show that the level-mapping decreases while traversing
a clause. This requirement can be translated into a set of constraints. Finally,
this set of constraints is solved and depending on the solution termination is
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reported for all queries or for some queries or possibility of non-termination is
suspected.

Experimental evaluation. Hasta-La-Vista has been applied to more than
90 examples. In 95% of the cases the analysis was either powerful enough to
prove termination for terminating computations, or justly suspected possibility
of non-termination. Results of the experimental evaluation are summarised in
Table 1. Times were measured on Intel R�Pentium R�4 with 1.60GHz CPU and
260M memory, running 2.4.20-pre11 Linux. The core part of the implementa-
tion was done in SICStus Prolog [20], using its CLP(FD) [5] and CLP(Q) [12]
libraries. Type inference of Janssens and Bruynooghe [14] was implemented in
MasterProLog [13].

Table 1. Experimental evaluation

Reference Number of Success Maximal
examples rate time

Symbolical computations
Apt and Pedreschi [2] 12 100% 0.05
De Schreye and Decorte [8] 7 85% 0.01
Plümer [18] 31 90% 0.09

Integer computations
Apt [1], chapter 9 13 100% 0.08
Sterling and Shapiro [21], chapter 8 14 100% 0.02
Various 19 100% 0.27
Total 92 95% 0.24

Hasta-La-Vista turned out to be robust enough to prove termination of such
examples as Euler’s totient function [11], depth-limited depth-first search [3]
and finding all prime numbers up to a given limit [6]. Programs denoted as “vari-
ous” were collected both from different Prolog textbooks [3, 6, 17] and from
Prolog programs collections [4, 11].

Conclusion. We have presented Hasta-La-Vista, a termination analyser for
logic programs. To the best of our knowledge, this analyser is unique in being
able to prove termination of programs depending on integer computations.

Acknowledgement. We are very grateful to Gerda Janssens for making her
type analysis system available for us.
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We present a tool for automatically proving termination of first-order rewrite
systems. The tool is based on the dependency pair method of Arts and Giesl [1].
It incorporates several new ideas that make the method more efficient. The tool
produces high-quality output and has a convenient web interface. If TTT succeeds
in proving termination, it outputs a proof script which explains in considerable
detail how termination was proved. This script is available in both HTML and
LATEX format. In the latter, the approximated dependency graph is visualized
using the dot tool of the Graphviz toolkit. TTT is written in Objective Caml. We
tested the various options of TTT on numerous examples. The results, as well as
a comparison with other tools that implement the dependency pair method and
some implementation details, can be found in [2, 3].

We describe some of the features of the tool (TTT in the sequel) by means of
its web interface, displayed in Fig. 1.

TRS The user inputs a TRS by typing the rules into the upper right text area
or by uploading a file via the browse button. The exact input format is obtained
by clicking the TRS link.

Comment and Bibtex Anything typed into the upper right text area will
appear as a footnote in the generated LATEX code. This is useful to identify TRSs.
LATEX \cite commands may be included. In order for this to work correctly, a
corresponding bibtex entry should be supplied. This can be done by typing the
entry into the appropriate text area or by uploading an appropriate bibtex file
via the browse button.

Base Order The current version of TTT supports the following three base
orders: LPO with strict precedence, LPO with quasi-precedence, and KBO with
strict precedence.

Dependency Pairs TTT supports the basic features of the dependency pair
technique (argument filtering, dependency graph, cycle analysis) described be-
low. Advanced features like narrowing, rewriting, and instantiation are not yet
available. Also innermost termination analysis is not yet implemented.

? http://www.score.is.tsukuba.ac.jp/ttt/
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Fig. 1. A screen shot of the web interface of TTT.

Argument Filtering A single function symbol f of arity n gives rise to 2n +n
different argument filterings (AFs): f(x1, . . . , xn) → f(xi1 , . . . , xim) for all 1 6
i1 < · · · < im 6 n and f(x1, . . . , xn) → xi for all 1 6 i 6 n. A moment’s
thought reveals that even for relatively small signatures, the number of possible
AFs is huge. TTT supports two simple heuristics to reduce this number. The
some option considers for a function symbol f of arity n only the ‘full’ AF
f(x1, . . . , xn) → f(x1, . . . , xn) and the n ‘collapsing’ AFs f(x1, . . . , xn) → xi

(1 6 i 6 n). The some more option considers in addition the argument filtering
f(x1, . . . , xn) → f (when n > 0).

Dependency Graph The dependency graph determines the ordering con-
straints that have to be solved in order to guarantee termination. Since the
dependency graph is in general not computable, a decidable approximation has
to be adopted. The current version of TTT supplies two such approximations:
EDG is the original estimation of Arts and Giesl; EDG∗ is an improved version
of EDG described in [4, latter half of Section 6].

Cycle Analysis Once an approximation of the dependency graph has been
computed, some kind of cycle analysis is required to generate the actual ordering
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constraints. TTT offers three different methods:

1. The method described in the literature is to treat cycles in the approximated
dependency graph separately. For every cycle C, the dependency pairs in C
and the rewrite rules of the given TRS must be weakly decreasing and at
least one dependency pair in C must be strictly decreasing (with respect to
some AF and base order).

2. Another method is to treat all strongly connected components (SCCs) sep-
arately. For every SCC S, the dependency pairs in S must be strictly de-
creasing and the rewrite rules of the given TRS must be weakly decreasing.
Treating SCCs rather than cycles separately improves the efficiency at the
expense of reduced termination proving power.

3. The third method available in TTT combines the termination proving power
of the cycle method with the efficiency of the SCC method. It is described
in [2].

Divide and Conquer The default option to find a suitable AF that enables a
group of ordering constraints to be solved by the selected base order is enumera-
tion, which can be very inefficient, especially for larger TRSs where the number
of suitable AFs is small. Setting the divide and conquer option computes all
suitable AFs for each constraint separately and subsequently merges them to
obtain the solutions of the full set of constraints. This can (greatly) reduce the
execution time at the expense of an increased memory consumption. The divide
and conquer option is described in detail in [2]. At the moment of writing it is
only available in combination with LPO.

Verbose Setting the verbose option generates more proof details. In combina-
tion with the divide and conquer option described above, the total number of
AFs that enable the successive ordering constraints to be solved are displayed
during the termination proving process.

Timeout Every combination of options results in a finite search space for finding
termination proofs. However, since it can take days to fully explore the search
space, (the web version of) TTT puts a strong upper bound on the permitted
execution time.
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TERMPTATION (TERMination Proof Techniques automATION) is a fully auto-
mated system for proving termination of term rewrite systems (TRS) which is based
on the monotonic semantic path ordering method (MSPO) [BFR00] and its translation
to an ordering constraint solving problem [BR03], called the MSPO-constraint method
(see [Bor03] for a detailed description). It is available at //www.lsi.upc.es/˜albert/.

The system has been implemented in Prolog and has three main steps. First it tries to
ease the termination proof of the TRS by applying modularity results: disjoint unions,
constructor-sharing unions and, in some cases, hierarchical unions of sets of rules. Once
this splitting is made, for every subsystem we apply the MSPO-constraint method to ob-
tain the a disjunction of ordering constraints. Finally the system tries to find a satisfiable
constraint in the disjunction.

1 Options of the system

TERMPTATION has four parameters to be set:

– The prover.
The user can choose among five provers. Prover 5 is an implementation of the RPO.
Provers 1�4 are implementations of the MSPO-constraint method which differ in

� the way the constraints are generated: by groups in provers 1 and 3, which
chooses in a clever way the constraints to be tried first, and one by one in
provers 2 and 4;

� whether modularity for hierarchical unions are applied or not. Provers 1 and 2
do not apply such modularity results while provers 3 and 4 do. Note that, if this
modularity reuslt are applied then only a subset of the constraints generated by
the MSPO-constraint method can be used.

In general, provers 2 and 4 work better for TRS’s with large size rules (since in that
case generating the constraints by groups can be very expensive in time and space),
and provers 3 and 4 are recomended for TRS’s with a large number of rules. The
default option is prover 1 which treats the constraints by groups and it does not
apply modularity result for hierarchical unions.

– Standard or innermost rewriting.
The system can be used for proving termination of rewriting or termination of inner-
most rewriting. Note that for innermost rewriting more powerful constraint solving
techniques can be applied.
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– Special treatment of arguments.
By default the system applies the definition of the MSPO using the semantic path
ordering (SPO) with a multiset comparison of arguments. If a special treatment of
arguments is chosen then the system uses the lexicographic semantic path ordering
(SPO-lex) with a lexicographic comparison of the arguments.

– Deeper analysis.
If this option is activated then the system uses more powerful techniques to analyze
each constraint that is considered. Therefore, constraints that are considered un-
solvable without the deeper analysis can become solvable if this option is activated.
Due to this, if the system fails in both cases then, of course, the system with the
deeper analysis takes more time to produce the answer.
On the other hand, if the system succeeds in both cases, since they may found
different solutions, it is not clear which one will be faster.

2 The Output

The output provides part of the explanation about the proof of termination found by the
system.

By now, except if we have used prover 5 (which is only RPO), in many cases part
of the output can only be followed by users knowing about MSPO and its translation to
constraints and with a deep knowledge about the applied constraint handling methods
(some of them are similar to the ones used by the dependency pair method [AG00]). The
provided information is intended to allow expert users to reconstruct the termination
proof by hand.

3 Some implementation details

Our method basically tries to prove the satisfiability of one of the constaints generated.
Since there can be many of those constraints, the system tries to consider first the ones
that look simpler to be solved.

The techniques that are used for solving the obtained constraints are based on the
analysis of the dependency graph [AG00] and some original techniques to check the po-
tential cycles. After analayzing the graph and its potential cycles, the resulting ordering
constraints are finally solved using term interpretations and the recursive path ordering
(RPO).

3.1 Generating term interpretations and RPO

The system considers two different kinds of interpretations, projections and selections
of arguments (so called argument filtering interpretations). The set of possible inter-
pretations is finite, but it is in general very large. Our process consists of proving or
discarding possible interpretations for each symbol. If all the interpretations for a sym-
bol are discarded then the process fails and backtracks.

Some heuristics are used to choose which symbols are considered first for deciding
its interpretation. These decisions are taken be analyzing the ordering restrictions that
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have to be fulfiled. After any intermediate decision in the process, the system discards
all remaining interpretations that are incompatible with the constraint.

Additionally, while producing the interpretations we keep track of all forced deci-
sions on the precedence and status of the function symbols for the RPO. For instance, if
in a particular state the interpretation of g�x� is either g or g�x� and we have a condition
a� g�b� in the constraint then the precedence should include a�F g. If a latter decision
on the interpretation forces g�F a in the precedence, the process fails and backtracks.

Finally, the automatic generation of the RPO is implemented following the Davis-
Putnam style for solving SAT [DLL62]. In general, the system takes first those decisions
for which there are less alternatives to consider. After every decision, the system applies
(propagates) all forced decisions about the precedence and the status for the function
symbols and simplifies the remaining set of ordering conditions with respect to such
decisions.
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Abstract. The Size-Change Termination Analyser is a prototype tool for iden-
tifying potentially non-terminating loops, or for guaranteeing termination, in a
given first-order functional program. The size-change termination principle is
general, allowing subject programs to be written using mutual and general re-
cursion, yet the analyser is able to detect termination in many programs. The
analyser is implemented with a publicly available web interface for demonstra-
tion purposes.

1 Background

The Size-Change Termination (SCT) Analyser is a prototype tool for identifying all po-
tentially non-terminating loops in a given program, as part of the program’s verification.
It has been jointly developed by Neil D. Jones, Amir Ben-Amram and Chin Soon Lee
at TOPPS, DIKU [1]. The web implementation is due to Carl C. Frederiksen [2].

2 Size-change termination

In an size-change terminating program, all infinite call sequences must contain some
argument values that are never increased from one call to the next, and are decreased
infinitely often. We assume function arguments range over a well-founded domain, so
for a size-change terminating program infinite call sequences are impossible, implying
termination under normal evaluation for any input.

Although this seems like a rather simple approach, as the value of tests in con-
ditional expressions are not considered, it can detect termination of many programs,
including Ackermann’s function [2]. The method is general: it does not restrict sub-
ject programs to primitive recursion, does not rely on lexicographical ordering of ar-
gument values, and handles mutual recursion without any special treatment. The set of
size-change terminating functions is large: it has been shown to be identical to Péter’s
multiple recursive functions [3, 4].

3 The analyser tool

The SCT Analyser takes as input a subject program written in the first-order functional
language shown in Fig. 1, and displays as output some function call loops that might
not terminate. If no such loops are detected, the program is guaranteed to terminate.

The analyser works in 4 steps:
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1. First the size of the return values of functions, relative to the sizes of their input
arguments, are approximated.

2. Based on these approximations, a size-change graph (SCG) is generated for each
call site.

3. The closure of the set of SCGs under composition is computed.
4. The closure set is checked: each idempotent SCG in this set must have an in situ

decreasing parameter x
↓

−→x.

Any SCG G in Step 4 without an in situ decreasing parameter represents one or more
critical multipaths, that is, the list of call sites for the SCGs that were composed in
Step 3 to yield G.

A web based user interface for the SCT Analyser is publicly available at the DIKU
TOPPS pages for demonstration purposes. The user can enter a program or select an
example program, and when the program has been analysed, the results are displayed
in the browser as shown in Fig. 2. Output diagnostics include SCGs generated for indi-
vidual call sites, critical multipaths, and the SCG set closure.

4 Further reading

The size-change termination principle was originally published at POPL [1] and is dis-
cussed in depth in Lee’s PhD Dissertation [5]. Details on the SCT Analyser implemen-
tation are described in Frederiksen’s Master’s Thesis [2].

Prog ::= Def 1 . . .Def n
Def ::= fn(x1, . . .,xn) = Exprfn

Expr ::= x
| con
| con(Expr1, . . .,Exprn)
| des(Expr)
| if Expr1 then Expr2 else Expr3
| let x1 = Expr1 . . .xn = Exprn in Expr0
| fn(x1, . . .,xn)
| op(x1, . . .,xn)

x := identifier beginning with lower case
fn := identifier beginning with lower case, not in op

con := capitalized identifier
des := {1st,2nd,3rd, . . .}
op := primitive operator {eq,equal, . . .}

Fig. 1. First-order functional language syntax treated by the analyser
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Fig. 2. Screenshot of the SCT Analyser web interface
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1 Introduction

The system AProVE (Automated Program Verification Environment) can be used for
automated termination and innermost termination proofs of (conditional) term rewrite
systems (TRSs). AProVE currently offers the techniques of recursive path orders pos-
sibly with status [3] (Sect. 2), dependency pairs including recent refinements such as
narrowing, rewriting, and instantiation of dependency pairs [1, 4, 5] (Sect. 3), and the
size-change principle, also in combination with dependency pairs [7, 9] (Sect. 4). The
tool is written in Java and proofs can be performed both in a fully automated or in an
interactive mode via a graphical user interface (Sect. 5)

2 Direct Termination Proofs

In a direct termination proof, the system tries to find a reduction order such that all
rules of a TRS are decreasing. Currently, the following path orders are implemented in
AProVE: the embedding order (EMB), the lexicographic path order (LPO, [6]), the LPO

with status which compares subterms lexicographically according to arbitrary permu-
tations (LPOS), the recursive path order which compares subterms as multisets (RPO,
[3]), and the RPO with status which is a combination of LPOS and RPO (RPOS).

Path orders may be parameterized by a precedence on function symbols and a
status which determines how the arguments of function symbols are compared. To
explore the search space for these parameters, the system leaves the precedence and
the status as unspecified (or “minimal”) as possible. The user can decide whether to
explore the search space in a depth-first or a breadth-first search (where in the latter
case, all possibilities for a minimal precedence and status are computed which satisfy
the current constraints). Moreover, the user can configure the path orders by deciding
whether different function symbols may be equivalent according to the precedence used
in the path order (“non-strict precedence”). It is also possible to restrict potential
equivalences to certain pairs of function symbols. When attempting termination proofs
with path orders in AProVE, the precedence found by the system is displayed as a
graph (in case of success) and in case of failure in the breadth-first search, the system
indicates the problematic constraint.

3 Termination Proofs With Dependency Pairs

The dependency pair approach [1, 4, 5] increases the power of automated termination
analysis significantly, since it permits the application of simplification orders for non-
simply terminating TRSs. In AProVE, the user can select whether to use the dependency
pair approach for termination or for innermost termination proofs. The system can also
check whether a TRS is non-overlapping (then innermost termination already implies
termination). Essentially, the dependency pair approach generates a set of constraints
from the TRS and searches for a well-founded order satisfying them. For that purpose,
the user can select any of the base orders from Sect. 2.

However, while all these orders are strongly monotonic, the dependency pair ap-
proach only requires weak monotonicity. For that reason, before searching for a suitable
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order, some of the arguments of the function symbols in the constraints can be elimi-
nated using an argument filtering [1]. In AProVE, several techniques are implemented
to search for suitable argument filterings. They rely on the idea to process the con-
straints one by one to reduce the number of possible argument filterings which satisfy
the constraints regarded so far.

(Innermost) termination proofs with dependency pairs can be performed in a mod-
ular way by constructing an estimated (innermost) dependency graph and by regarding
its cycles separately [1, 5]. For each cycle, only one dependency pair must be strictly
decreasing, whereas all others only have to be weakly decreasing. AProVE always starts
with examining maximal cycles (SCCs), since afterwards, only cycles of those depen-
dency pairs have to be regarded which were not already strictly decreasing in the maxi-
mal cycle. To inspect estimated (innermost) dependency graphs, they can be displayed
in a special “Graph”-window.

To increase the power of the dependency pair technique, in [1, 4] three different
transformation techniques were suggested which transform a dependency pair into sev-
eral new pairs: narrowing, rewriting, and instantiation. These transformations are often
crucial for the success of the proof, but in general, they may be applicable infinitely
often. AProVE automatically applies these transformations in “safe” cases where their
application is guaranteed to terminate. To permit an application of these transforma-
tions in other cases as well, the user has to specify a limit for each transformation
which determines how often this transformation may be applied to each dependency
pair in “unsafe” cases. Then, whenever a proof attempt fails, the current dependency
pairs are transformed and the proof is re-attempted again.

In addition to the fully automated mode, (innermost) termination proofs with de-
pendency pairs can also be performed in an interactive mode. Here, the user can specify
which narrowing, rewriting, and instantiation steps should be performed and for any
cycle or SCC, the user can determine (parts of) the argument filtering, the base or-
der, and the dependency pair which should be strictly decreasing. Moreover, one can
immediately see the constraints resulting from such selections, such that interactive ter-
mination proofs are supported in a very comfortable way. This mode is intended for the
development of new heuristics as well as for the machine-assisted proof of particularly
challenging examples.

4 Termination Proofs with the Size-Change Principle

A new size-change principle for termination of functional programs was presented in [7]
and this principle was extended to TRSs in [9]. In AProVE, the technique of [9, Thm.
11] for termination of TRSs is implemented, where we use the embedding order as
underlying base order.1 AProVE displays all size-change graphs as well as all maximal
multigraphs (in case of success) or one critical maximal multigraph without a decreasing
edge i

�
→ i (in case of failure).

AProVE also contains the new approach of [9, Thm. 18] which combines the size-
change principle with dependency pairs in order to prove innermost termination. This
combined approach has the advantage that it often succeeds with much simpler argu-
ment filterings and base orders than the pure dependency pair approach. For each SCC
P of the (estimated) innermost dependency graph, let CP be the constructors in P and
let DP be a subset of the defined symbols in P . Then the system builds the size-change
graphs and the maximal multigraphs resulting from P using an argument filtering and
the embedding order on CP ∪DP . Again, all these multigraphs must have an edge i

�
→ i

and in case of success, the system displays them all. Next, the argument filtering must
be extended such that all usable rules for the symbols DP are weakly decreasing w.r.t.

1 As shown in [9], only very restricted base orders are sound in connection with the size-
change principle. In addition to the results in [9], it is sound to use the full embedding
order, where f(. . . , xi, . . .) � xi also holds for defined function symbols f .
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the selected base order. Here, the usable rules for a symbol f are the f -rules together
with the usable rules for all defined symbols occurring in right-hand sides of f -rules.
For reasons of efficiency, the user can give a limit on the maximal size of DP and one
can restrict the number of symbols which may be argument-filtered.

In case of failure for some SCC, the dependency pairs are transformed by narrowing,
rewriting, or instantiation and the proof attempt is re-started. If the limits for the
transformations are reached, then the pure dependency pair method is tried, if the
user has selected the “hybrid” algorithm. In this way, the combined dependency pair
and size-change method can be used as a very fast technique which is checked first
for every SCC. Only if this method fails, the ordinary dependency pair approach is
used on this SCC. For example, when choosing LPO with “non-strict precedence”
as underlying base order, 103 of the 110 examples in the collection of [2] can be proved
innermost terminating fully automatically. Most of these proofs take less than a second
and the longest proof takes about 20 seconds. The remaining 7 examples in [2] only
fail because of the underlying reduction pair (they would require polynomial or Knuth-
Bendix orders).

5 Running AProVE

In an AProVE-session, one can load files containing (possibly conditional) TRSs. Con-
ditional TRSs are transformed into unconditional TRSs according to the technique of
[4, 8] to prove their (innermost) quasi-decreasingness. When performing termination
proofs, a “system log” can be inspected to examine all (possibly failed) proof at-
tempts. The results of the termination proof are displayed in html-format and both
the results and the log information may be saved to a file. Any termination proof at-
tempt may of course be interrupted by a “Stop”-button. Instead of running the system
on only one term rewrite system, it is also possible to run it on collections and direc-
tories of examples in a batch mode. In this case, apart from the information on the
termination proofs of the separate examples, the “result” also contains statistics on
the success and the runtime for the examples in the collection. For more details on
AProVE and to download the system, the reader is referred to the AProVE web-site
http://www-i2.informatik.rwth-aachen.de/AProVE.
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1 Introduction
The various and successful applications of rewriting has brought the need for automated
manipulation of TRSs, thus of rewriting tools. Amongst those is the CiME system [2].

CiME is a toolbox which may be used for dealing with matching and unification of
strings or terms modulo equational theories (A, AC,. . . ), tree automata, parameterized
string rewriting [4], etc. Its capabilities w.r.t. TRSs include confluence checking, com-
pletion; it is also able to find (AC-)termination proofs with full automation, thanks to
its termination experts and its efficient constraint solver over finite domains.

2 Proving Termination
A termination proof search in CiME begins with computation of termination con-
straints. These may be checked by ACRPO [5] or translated into Diophantine con-
straints in order to obtain polynomial interpretations. In that last case, the finite domain
constraint solver of CiME tries to find a solution. Our policy is to provide a tool for
proving termination of the TRS one meetsin practice. Hence, we focus on modu-
lar/incremental proofs, a case for which the search for termination preserved under
non-deterministic collapse is a particularly important issue.

Basic Features. Several criteria may be used in CiME: The standard one (all rules
strictly decrease) but alsodependency pairscriteria [1], with or without marking of
symbols, and with or without dependency graphs. Our extensions of dependency pairs
to the AC case are also implemented [3].

We use two kinds of cycle analysis for the dependency graph refinement: one which
treats all strongly connected components (and which is, thus, very efficient) and one
which treats all strongly connected parts of the graph; the latter being more powerful
but of higher complexity than the former.

The search for polynomial interpretations may be parameterized by the kind of
polynomial to restrict to (linear, simple ou simple-mixed) and by the bound of their
coefficients. In any case, AC-compatible interpretations will be used for AC-symbols.

Restricting to linear polynomials leads to fewer and easier (smaller) constraints than
restricting to more complex polynomials, but at the cost of some termination power.
Similarly, restricting to very small coefficients leads to faster constraint solving but
might be not enough to find a suitable ordering.

Thus, in order to deal with TRS with numerous rules that are common in practice,
and so as to make constraints as weak as possible, CiME makes use of powerful modular
and incremental criteria.

Modularity The algorithms at work in CiME involve powerful methods so as to dis-
cover proofs of��-termination in an incremental and modular fashion [6,7]. Thisdivide
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and conquerapproach significantly weakens constraints over orderings and decreases
their number.

TRSs may be defined in CiME as hierarchies of rewriting modules, we denote those
as Hierarchical TRS (HTRS for short), and termination proofs are performed incremen-
tally/modularly on modules constituting those extensions. In particular��-termination
of a module�� is provenonly once, and never again in a termination proof of any ex-
tension of��. The function for searching an incremental/modular termination proof of
a HTRS ish_termination. It tries to find a termination proof of the rewrite system
given as argument by providing, for each sub-hierarchy (w.r.t. topological sorting), a
suitable ordering.

Optimisations such as symbol marking and dependency graphs may be used as they
affect both CiME incremental/modular and classical termination experts.

In order to boost the efficiency of the termination expert, it may prove useful to
restrict to nonexpensive criteria on most of the incremental proof.

For instance, when searching for a proof using polynomial interpretations, such
tuning may be done with help of functionh_termination_with which takes as
first argument a list of pairscriterion, bound. They denote the kind of polynomials and
the bounds to be tried successively on a module when a search fails.

Finally, a HTRS may be considered as a hierarchy of minimal modules. HTRS are
then split up in minimal modules for termination proofs, which is particularly useful
when dealing with a huge bunch of rules in a single HTRS.

3 Example

The following TRS describes natural numbers in binary notation and multisets and com-
putes the sum of all numbers in a multiset. The termination proof using CiME is done
as follows. Firstly we enter variables, the signature and the TRS into the CiME system:

CiME> let X = vars "x y z l b";
CiME> let F = signature "

#, empty : constant ; 0,1 : postfix unary ;
singl, sum : unary ;
U : AC ; + : infix binary ;";

CiME> let R = HTRS {} F X "
(#)0 -> #; # + x -> x; x + # -> x;
(x)0 + (y)0 -> (x+y)0; (x)0 + (y)1 -> (x+y)1;
(x)1 + (y)0 -> (x+y)1; (x)1 + (y)1 -> (x+y+(#)1)0;
(x + y) + z -> x + (y + z);
empty U b -> b; sum(empty) -> (#)0;
sum(singl(x)) -> x; sum(x U y) -> sum(x) + sum(y);";

(Note the AC operatorU.) Then we may choose minimal decomposition ofR and an
incremental/modular proof using linear polynomials with coefficients in��� �� or simple
polynomials with coefficients in��� �� if no suitable linear interpretation is found.

CiME> termcrit "minimal";
CiME> h_termination_with {("linear",1);("simple",2)} R;
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In less than a second, the hierarchy is splitted up in 8 modules (6 of which yieldingno
constraint) and we obtain interpretations for the remaining 2, namely for module��

�
�� �� � ���� � ��� �	 � � � �� �� � �	
��	� � ��	�� �� � �	� ��	� � ��	�� ��� �	�
��	� � ��	�� �� � �	� ��	� � ��	�� ���� �	 � ��	�	�

the tool proposes:
checking each of the 1 strongly connected components :
checking component 1 (disjunction of 1 constraints)

[#] = 0;
[0](X0) = X0 + 1;
[1](X0) = 2*X0 + 2;
[+](X0,X1) = X1*X0 + X1 + 2*X0 + 1;
[’+‘](X0,X1) = X1*X0 + 2*X0;
where’+‘ is the marked copy of+, and for module�

�����	
����		� � ��������	� ��	�
����� � �	� �����	 � �����	

checking each of the 1 strongly connected components :
checking component 1 (disjunction of 1 constraints)
[#] = 0;
[0](X0) = 0;
[1](X0) = 0;
[+](X0,X1) = X1 + X0;
[empty] = 0;
[singl](X0) = X0;
[U](X0,X1) = X1 + X0 + 1;
[sum](X0) = X0;
[’sum‘](X0) = X0;
Termination proof found.
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1 Introduction

In the last decade, the automatic termination analysis of logic programs has been re-
ceiving increasing attention. Among other methods, techniques have been proposed
that transform a well-moded logic program into a term rewriting system (TRS) so that
termination of the TRS implies termination of the logic program under Prolog’s selec-
tion rule. In [8] it has been shown that the two-stage transformation obtained by com-
bining the transformations of [6] into deterministic conditional TRSs (CTRSs) with a
further transformation into TRSs [3] yields the transformation proposed in [2], and that
these three transformations are equally powerful. In most cases simplification orderings
are not sufficient to prove termination of the TRSs obtained by the two-stage trans-
formation. However, if one uses the dependency pair method [1] in combination with
polynomial interpretations instead, then most of the examples described in the litera-
ture can automatically be proven terminating. Based on these observations, we have
implemented a tool for proving termination of logic programs automatically. This tool
consists of a front-end which implements the two-stage transformation and a back-end,
the CiME system [4], for proving termination of the generated TRS.

As in [5], we have tested the TALP system on well-known examples (the
benchmarks are collected in [7]). A Web interface for TALP is available at
http://bibiserv.techfak.uni-bielefeld.de/talp/. Overall, our results are
comparable to those reported in [5] but there are examples for which TALP succeeds
and other tools don’t (the example in Sect. 3 for instance) and vice versa. During our
experiments we made the following observations. For the class of TRSs generated from
logic programs, a termination proof using the standard Manna-Ness criterion is usually
not possible. On the other hand, the dependency pairs criterion is quite powerful, us-
ing moreover very simple polynomial interpretations: linear polynomial interpretation
with coefficients in the interval�0;2�. The restriction to linear polynomial interpretations
seems to be a very good heuristic because whenever searching for a linear interpretation
fails, then searching for a more general one, like simple-mixed, does not succeed either.
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Moreover, for programs of a larger size, with many predicates, being able to perform
anincremental proof [9, 10] appears to be very important.

2 Transformation of Programs into TRSs

TALP takes a Prolog program and a query as input and proceeds in four steps:

1. The Prolog program is translated into a logic programP . In this process, clauses
with if-then-structures, disjunctions, or negated atoms are translated into new
clauses. For instance, the clauseA� B����C�D is replaced with the clausesA�
B�C����� andA� B�D. Cuts are ignored.

2. The query determines which of the arguments in its predicates are used as input
and output, respectively. According to this information, the tool tries to generate
a moding for the logic program such that the program iswell-moded. If this step
is successfully completed, the logic program will be transformed into a TRS as
follows.

3. Every atomA � p�t1� � � � � tn� with input positionsi1� � � � � ik and output positions
ik�1� � � � � in associates with a rewrite rule

ρ�A� � pin�ti1� � � � � tik �� pout�tik�1� � � � � tin�

and every program clauseC � A � B1� � � � �Bm is transformed into a conditional
rewrite ruleρ�C� � ρ�A�� ρ�B1�� � � � �ρ�Bm�. The CTRSRP � �ρ�C� � C � P�
obtained in this way is deterministic because the logic programP is well-moded.

4. Every rulel � r � c � RP with n conditions inc is transformed inton�1 uncon-
ditional rewrite rules by operatorU defined inductively by :

U�l � r� � �l � r�

U�l � r � s� t�c� � �l � u�s�x���U�u�t�x�� r � c�

whereu is a fresh symbol andx � V ar�l�	 �V ar�t��V ar�c��V ar�r��

3 Example

If TALP gets the following Prolog program with queryflat�in�out� as input

flat(niltree, nil).
flat(tree(X, niltree, T), cons(X, L)) :- flat(T, L).
flat(tree(X, tree(Y, T1, T2), T3), L) :-

flat(tree(Y, T1, tree(X, T2, T3)), L).

then the first transformation yields the CTRS

flatin�niltree�� flatout�nil�
flatin�tree�x�niltree� t��� flatout�cons�x� l���

flatin�t�� flatout�l�
flatin�tree�x�tree�y� t1� t2�� t3��� flatout�l� �

flatin�tree�y� t1�tree�x� t2� t3���� flatout�l�
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and the second transformation yields the unconditional TRS

flatin�niltree�� flatout�nil�
flatin�tree�x�niltree� t��� u1�flatin�t��x�

u1�flatout�l��x�� flatout�cons�x� l��
flatin�tree�x�tree�y� t1� t2�� t3��� u2�flatin�tree�y� t1�tree�x� t2� t3����

u2�flatout�l��� flatout�l�

Subsequently CiME is asked to find a linear polynomial interpretation with coefficients
in the interval�0;2�. It generates the following interpretation

��nil�� � 0
��niltree�� � 0
��flatin���x0� � 0

��flatout ���x0� � 0
��u2���x0� � 0
��cons���x0�x1� � 0

��u1���x0�x1� � 0
��tree���x0�x1�x2� � x2�2x1�1
��FLATin���x0� � x0

and the induced polynomial ordering satisfies all constraints obtained from the cycles
in the estimated dependency graph.
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1 A termination proof tool for rule-basedprograms

CARIBOOis aterminationproof tool for rule-basedprogramminglanguages,whereaprogramis arewrite system
andqueryevaluationconsistsin rewriting a groundexpression[3]. It appliesto languagessuchasASF+SDF,
Maude,Cafe-OBJ,or ELAN.

By contrastwith mostof theexisting tools,which prove in generalterminationof standardrewriting (rewrit-
ing without strategy) on the free term algebra,our proof tool, namedCARIBOO (for ComputingAbstRaction
for InductionBasedterminationprOOfs), allows proving terminationunderspecificreductionstrategies,which
becomesof specialinterestwhenthecomputationsdivergefor standardrewriting. It dealsin particularwith :

� the innermoststrategy, speciallyusefulwhentherule-basedformalismexpressesfunctionalprograms,and
centralin theevaluationprocessof ELAN,

� local strategieson operators,providedin OBJ-like languages,andallowing to controlevaluationstrategies
in a veryfine localway,

� theoutermoststrategy, usefulto avoid evaluationsknown to benonterminatingfor thestandardstrategy, to
makestrategy computationsshorter, andusedfor interpretersandcompilersusingcall by name.

2 Proving termination by explicit induction

Theproof techniqueof CARIBOOis backedby agenericinductiveprocess,declinablefor thedifferentconsidered
strategies[4, 2]. For proving thata termt terminates,weproceedby explicit inductionontheterminationproperty,
on groundtermswith a noetherianordering � , assumingthatfor any t

�
suchthatt � t

�
, t

�
terminates(accordingto

thegivenstrategy). We first prove thata basicsetof minimal elementsfor � terminates.We requirethesubterm
propertyfor � , sothesetof minimalelementsis asubsetof thesetof constantsof thesignature.Wethensimulate
the rewriting (accordingto the givenstrategy) derivation treestartingfrom a groundterm t which is an instance
of a term g � x1 ��������� xm � , for all definedsymbolsg, andvariablesx1 �������	� xm. Proving terminationon groundterms
amountsto provethattheserewriting (accordingto thegivenstrategy) derivationtreeshaveonly finite branches.

Eachderivation tree is simulatedby a proof treestartingfrom g � x1 �������	� xm � , anddevelopedby alternatively
usingtwo mainconcepts,namelynarrowing andabstraction,whosedefinitiondependsontheconsideredrewriting
strategy. More precisely, narrowing schematizesall rewriting possibilitiesof the termsin the derivations. The
abstractionprocesssimulatesthenormalizationof subtermsin thederivations,accordingto thestrategy. It consists
in replacingthesesubtermsby specialvariables,denotingany of their normal forms. This abstractionstepis
performedon subtermsthatcanbeassumedterminatingby inductionhypothesis.Ourprocedureterminateswhith
successwhenterminationhasbeeninductively establishedfor eachproof tree.
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3 A constraint-basedproof process

Theinductionorderingis not givena priori but is determinedby orderingconstraintssetalongtheproof. Thanks
to thepowerof induction,orderingconstraintsareoftensimplerthanfor otherconstraint-basedterminationproof
rewrite methods,like therule-orientationbasedmethodusingsimplificationorderings:they areoftensatisfiedby
the subtermorderingor the embeddingordering,integratedin CARIBOO. Otherwise,they canbe delegatedto
automaticexternalsolverslike CiME2 [1].

The narrowing process,well-known to easilydiverge, is restrictedfor the innermostandlocal strategies,by
abstractionconstraints,expressingwhich termsabstractionvariablesrepresentthe normal form of. Abstraction
constraintsareusedonly for proofswhosenarrowing processdiverges,andarealsoautomaticallysolvedin most
cases.For automaticallysolvedconstraints,our proofprocessis completelyautomatic.

4 A flexible techniqueallowing integrating other approaches

Theproof methodof CARIBOO allows the combinationwith auxiliary terminationproofswith a differenttech-
nique:whentheinductionhypothesiscannotbeappliedon a termu duringtheproof, it is oftenpossibleto prove
termination(accordingto the given strategy) of any groundinstanceof u by any free otherway, like testingits
groundreducibility or studyingrulesinvolvedin its reduction.

This flexibility of our method,allowing to integrateotherterminationproof approachesin themain inductive
proofprocessin anaturalway, givesusaformal framework for differentterminationtoolsto efficiently cooperate,
unlikeothermethodsthat,whenfailing, requiretheuserto find anotherproof techniqueby himself.

5 A user-friendly ELAN reflexive tool

Theproof tool consistsof two mainparts:

� theproof procedure,written in ELAN, generatingtheproof treesandwriting information(constraintsand
proof trees)bothon thestandardoutputandinput files : our abstractionandnarrowing-basedproof mech-
anismis formalizedwith inferencerules,backed by the sameprinciple for the differentstudiedrewriting
strategies,anda strategy to apply them,dependenton the rewriting strategy. As ELAN waspreciselyde-
signedfor prototypingrule andstrategy-basedalgorithms,theproof procedureis directly encodedthrough
ELAN rulesandanELAN strategy to applythem.

� a graphicaluserinterface(GUI), written in Java, makingit possiblefor the userto follow eachstepof the
proof process: which definedsymbolshave alreadybeenhandledand, for eachof them, the proof tree
togetherwith thedetailof eachstate.

CARIBOO is reflexive in the sensethat its rule-basedproof processcanbe appliedto prove terminationof
ELAN programs.

6 How CARIBOO works

The ELAN proof procedureexpectsthe userto give the TRS which he wantsto prove terminationof, i.e. the
rewrite rulesof thesystemalongwith thevariablesandthesignatureof thealgebra.
An edition tool hasbeenwritten in Java to help the userenterthesedata,which are then transformedinto the
ELAN specificationusedby themainprogram.

During theprocess,theELAN proof procedurebuilds theproof tree,andwritesthedetailof eachstateinto a
file. This informationis thenpickedupby theJavaGUI thatdisplaysin agraphicalway theevolutionof theproof
process.

To handlethedelegatedfeatures,i.e. to proveterminationof a termby anexternalcriterion,or for abstraction
constraintsolving, the proof proceduredirectly communicateswith the userthroughthe window in which it has
beenlaunched.
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Then,oncetheproof processis achieved,theproof treehasbeengeneratedby theELAN proof procedurefor
eachdefinedsymbolanddisplayedby theJava GUI. We canget thedetailof eachstateof thesetrees.If noneof
the proof treescontainsa failure state,thenthe TRS givenasinput is terminatingw.r.t. the given strategy. The
tracecanbesavedin text or LATEX format.

specificationfile
signature
variables

TRS


�
ELAN proof procedure

inferencerules
+

strategies


�

queries � delegated
features

user’s
answers

��

proof tr ee
(internalfile)


�
Java GUI

� �

�� � � � � � �
� � � � � �

� �
�� �������

�������
��

proof tr ee
(display)

edition tool
for thespecificationfile

�� � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � �

CARIBOO will alsosoonoffer a terminationproof procedurefor full ELAN strategies,transformingELAN
strategiesinto simplerones,andapplyingsufficient conditionsfor terminationon thesimplifiedforms.
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